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Educational 
Excellence – Align 
Architecture Designs 
Classroom Extension 
For Moor Hall 
Primary School

Align Architecture, one of Birmingham’s emerging talents, recently helped 
Moor Hall Primary School achieve planning permission for a building 
extension.

 The school, which has built a reputation for providing high-quality education 
to all its pupils, required the extension to improve the school’s facilities and 
provide staff with additional early years learning space. Align was appointed 
to create a sustainable proposal that would make best use of the available 
space, outlining plans for a new extension alongside refurbishment works 
that could accommodate a 60-pupil classroom.

The proposed development entails the demolition of a partition between 
two existing classrooms to provide one large, flexible space – refurbishment 
works have also been proposed to the existing reception classroom to 
create a new main reception and administration area. The access has been 
reconfigured and the external play space rejuvenated to reflect the proposed 
changes to the school buildings.

Principal Architect at Align, Nick Clewer commented: “Moor Hall Primary 
School is well-known for its commitment to quality, boasting an experienced 
team of teaching staff and a comprehensive range of facilities. We were 
engaged to design an extension that would help create much-needed early 
years teaching space – a 60-person classroom that would contribute to the 
sustainability of the school’s site. 

“While it was important to offer a proposal that would be practical for its 
intended use, it was vital that the extension did not compromise on style 

and was visually appealing within the site. All aspects of the 
design process were carried out with consideration given 
to health & safety aspects of the proposal – combining our 
experience and industry knowledge to design a flexible large 
teaching space that would be an asset to the school.

“This included details of refurbishment works to an existing 
classroom, creating a modern main reception area and 
administration area.”

Andrew Steggall, Headteacher at Moor Hall Primary School, 
said: “In order to continue delivering the high-quality 
educational experiences that parents and pupils expected, 
we required a new large teaching space to accommodate our 
classes.

“We engaged Align Architecture as we knew they had 
experience helping other schools with similar projects and 
could trust their expertise to deliver a proposal that ticked 
all the boxes. Not only did they deliver a practical teaching 
space that matched our size requirements, but they 
understood our ambitions to create a modern classroom that 
would be visually appealing and sustainable”

“They successfully delivered a proposal that exceeded our 
expectations and addressed all of the key objectives we had 

originally set out. We’re very much looking forward to seeing 
the final result and would recommend Align Architecture to 
any other educational organisation looking to expand their 
existing premises.”

Through the proposal of the extended and updated teaching 
space, Align aimed to deliver a high quality educational 
experience which operated practically while contributing 
to the modernisation of the school. Align hope that the 
scheme exceeded expectations and addressed all of the 
key objectives set out to provide a visually appealing and 
sustainable design solution for the school community.
align-architecture.co.uk
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Schmidt Hammer 
Lassen Architects 
Wins International 
Competition 
To Design New 
Sustainable HQ

Solvay, an advanced materials and chemical company, selected Danish architectural firm Schmidt 
Hammer Lassen Architects to design its new headquarters in Brussels. The winning team, also 
comprised of local firm Modulo Architects and VK Engineers, was chosen after an international 
competition that included European firms OMA, Valode & Pistre, Wilmotte & Associés, and Henning 
Larsen.

The new campus signals a shift for Solvay towards a more open, sustainable culture amidst a recent 
radical transformation of its business portfolio. The new building, located on the 22-hectare site that has 
housed many of Solvay's activities since 1953, will not be a typical corporate office, but rather a fluid, 
collaborative space where teams and partners can co-create and interact.

"In the earliest stages, it became clear that one compact building with one common entrance into 
a sweeping atrium would allow everyone who passes through the headquarters to share the same 
unique experience of the building, and create a strong sense of belonging" said Tiago Pereira, Partner 
at Schmidt Hammer Lassen. "We translated Solvay's desire for a welcoming, innovative, sustainable 
headquarters into an architecturally bold statement that reflects its core values and creates a new 
identity."

One company. One campus. One building.
Sustainability and resiliency are two key drivers in the design of the new Solvay headquarters. The 
company's dedication to its green ambitions are evident throughout the design of the zero carbon 
footprint, near zero energy building and green campus. Upon arriving on the new campus, employees 
and visitors will feel the spirit of the place.

The Esplanade is the "urban carpet" that welcomes people to the premises and has a more formal, 
urban character than its surroundings, featuring planters with benches, solitary trees, and small 
reflective pools. The new large green roof, designed as a geometric garden, offers unobstructed views 
of the surroundings. It also features skylights and large sunken gardens that provide the workshop areas 
beneath with access to the outdoors.

The existing park on the west side of the entrance will become a dedicated 
forest, and will reintroduce the 18th century old water stream linked to the 
Senne. Rainwater across the campus will be harvested and reused as much 
as possible, and the stream will amplify the natural rainwater ponds to boost 
biodiversity while creating microclimates. An open-air amphitheatre in the 
Yard on the north side of the campus will connect the headquarters with the 
new restaurant. Careful attention has been given to the existing trees when 
shaping this space in order to take advantage of the sloping landscape and 
the historic value of the existing species.

The green spaces and the large plaza will guide staff and visitors to the 
glazed, open and inviting main entrance lobby, flanked by the café and the 
Solvay Experience Centre. Inside the building, an impressive atrium, bathed 
in natural light, will offer social and visual connectivity between floors and 
departments. The first two floors house the laboratories and workshops, 
while the offices occupy the upper four floors. In between these, the Meeting 
Centre allows employees to gather, relax and communicate, while taking in 
the campus's green views through large 360° terraces.

Informal workspaces, such as the large social staircase that lines the atrium 
and the peaceful green patio that serves as a backdrop, will welcome new 
ways of working, communicating and collaborating.

"The building makes a dynamic impression thanks to the shift in levels and 
the terraces," said Kim Holst Jensen, Partner at Schmidt Hammer Lassen. 
"The extensive digital applications will contribute to the building's smart use 
of energy, and the open, transparent design will act as a lighthouse on the 
campus."

A sustainable statement
Solvay has ambitious sustainable development objectives, and is committed 
to minimizing its industrial waste and the impact of its manufacturing 
processes on air, water and soil quality. Schmidt Hammer Lassen's winning 
design, which is expected to be certified BREEAM Excellent, will be carbon 
neutral, using geothermal energy, solar cells and natural ventilation, all set on 
a rolling green campus.

"Over the past six years, Solvay has gone through one of the most profound 
business transformations in its 155-year history. This project embodies 
the start of a new era for the group's long-term growth, fostering closer 
connections and creativity between colleagues, customers and the business," 
said Jean-Pierre Clamadieu, CEO of Solvay.  www.shl.dk

SGP Delivers £15 Million Local Centre For Oxfordshire 
Residential Development

ISG Secures £33 Million Sheffield Student Residential Project

European student accommodation specialist provider, Valeo, has awarded the 
construction and development contract of its first project in the UK to ISG - a 
£33 million student accommodation project in Sheffield.
Valeo is working in partnership with ISG, to develop a 586-bed high-
specification building 
located in a strategic 
location close to the two 
Sheffield universities. 
The tiered building was 
designed by Valeo to 
provide students with an 
outstanding residential 
experience. Residents 
will benefit from high-
specification and spacious 
communal facilities, 
including a central club 
lounge with extensive balcony on the ninth floor overlooking the city, as well 
as lounge and study spaces, a café, private dining, cinema and gym. 
ISG has concluded the demolition of an existing garage structure on the site, 
and is set to commence the construction of the concrete frame building, 
reaching 14-storeys at its highest elevation, which fronts Ecclesall Road. 
The building will feature traditional masonry, with brick feature panels to its 
façade.
ISG will also form car parking spaces for seven retail units, which will occupy 
the ground floor of the new building – adding to the retail provision of 
this popular area of Sheffield, with the project scheduled for completion in 
summer 2019.  www.isgplc.com

Leading architectural practice, Stephen George + Partners LLP (SGP) has 
designed and delivered a £15 million mixed use local centre that will be at the 
heart of the 3,300 home residential extension of Didcot Great Western Park, 
in Oxfordshire. 
Comprising an 11,000 sqft Asda anchor and 9,400 sq.ft of ancillary retail with 
20 apartments and engaging public realm, SGP's local centre will provide high 

quality facilities and a focus for 
the local community. 
The client, Henry Davidson 
Developments, was keen to 
balance commercial aspirations 
and community aspirations. 
The design took inspiration 
from the surrounding area, 
incorporating material elements 
from vernacular and landmark 
buildings, whilst retaining a 

modern feel to reflect the youthful population and the scientific technologies 
prevalent in local workplaces. The balconied apartments are spacious and 
offer high levels of natural light via the generous glazing. Traditional red 
brick signifies the residential entrance, whilst the crisp white render gives a 
modern feel. Lightly coloured glass balconies enrich the facade and form a 
vibrant focus and back drop to the newly created public square.
The buildings concept design accommodated a variety of construction 
methodologies, to provide maximum flexibility for the developer, including 
the eventual use of a timber frame for the apartment buildings.
www.stephengeorge.co.uk
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Putting a 
Silver Face On 
Microsoft’s 
‘Green’ HQ
James Ormerod, managing 
director of Aliva UK explains 
why aluminium was the 
perfect cladding material 
for Microsoft Corporation’s 
major new building in Dublin.

When our technical team designed a shimmering 
aluminium façade for Microsoft Corporation’s new 
Irish headquarters it put the finishing touch to a 
project that has environmental considerations at its 
heart.

We supplied 9,300 sqm of anodised aluminium 
cladding from our Alucovering range for the 
landmark project, set amidst woods at the back of 
Leopardstown race course.  The ‘random’ pattern 
uses four different shades of silver aluminium, 
anodising with brushed and polished finishes for the 
five-storey 35,000sqm campus in a contract worth 
£1.4m.

Detailed design
Bam Construct UK awarded the contract for the 
work to Gunn Lennon Facades (GLF) who selected 
our product after careful review with RKD Architects.  
We worked on a detailed design with GLF to ensure 
its system could be adapted to meet specific project 
requirements.

The new HQ brings all 1,200 of Microsoft’s employees 
in Ireland under one roof for the first time. It is the 
company’s first data centre outside the US, and home 
to European and global teams.

The environmental aspects of the building were 
considered throughout the design by RKD Architects. 
For example, rainwater collected from the roof is used 
throughout the building.  

Spices and other foodstuffs are grown for the 
building’s restaurants, and bee hives on the roof will 
eventually yield honey to add to the ‘homegrown’ 
larder. The campus also features a running and 
walking trail around the perimeter. Employees 
can enjoy a stunning view from Dublin Bay to the 
mountains from the building’s rooftop terraces. 
 
Important green credentials
Among the important green credentials is the façade: 
the entire building is wrapped in aluminium, one of 
the most environmentally friendly materials around, 
and used in cladding for over 100 years.

Aluminium cladding can help insulate, acting as a thermal ‘skin’. 
This isn’t just true for new buildings; old buildings can be made 
more energy efficient too. Take the Torenflat (high-rise apartment 
block) in Zeist, Netherlands. 

Ten years ago, a renovation project enclosed the entire building in 
a ‘warm jacket’ of fully prefabricated aluminium façade units.  The 
energy performance was improved by three categories according 
to the Dutch building energy labelling system.

Aluminium is also a truly sustainable material. It can be completely 
recycled and turned into other aluminium products. In fact, the 
Council for Aluminium in Building says that 75% of all aluminium 
ever produced is still in use and recycling rates for architectural 
aluminium are between 92%-98%.

Safe, low maintenance material
The material is also low maintenance and safe. Apart from 
periodic cleaning for aesthetic reasons, aluminium cladding needs 
no maintenance, which translates into a cost and ecological 
advantage over the lifetime of the product, particularly for a 

project the size of Microsoft Dublin.  Aluminium also does not 
burn and is therefore classified as a non-combustible construction 
material (European Fire Class A1).

We were delighted to use our team’s considerable design skills 
to bear on this landmark project. The architect and specialist 
installers were looking for the ‘wow’ factor for the building – and 
we feel we have delivered a façade that lives up to Microsoft’s 
huge global brand status.  

Our clients constantly push Aliva’s design and consultancy teams 
to create bespoke, inventive aluminium cladding solutions. We are 
continuously researching and developing novel applications for the 
use of aluminium in facades. With its flexibility and its chameleon 
ability to transform buildings, aluminium’s possibilities are only 
limited by our imagination.
alivauk.com 
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Comar keep all profiles 
in stock = market 

leading delivery.

Reassurance: CWCT 
Tested, Audited and 
Certified to 3600Pa  

Sequence B.

Facetted options 
7.5 o convex or 

concave.

Concealed vent  
for discrete 
ventilation.

High span profiles 
keep same box sizes 

throughout the facade with 
greater spanning ability.

Highest Ix and 
Iy values in the 

industry.

BIM ready 
Models.

Standard profiles range 
allows Capped, 2 or 4sided 

Structural Glazing. Options up to  
54mm for acoustic  

& triple glazing

Comar Architectural Aluminium Systems have 

designed additional mullions, transoms and 

feature cover-caps for Comar 6EFT and launch 

the most comprehensive 50mm curtain wall 

system available today. After extensive research 

with their architectural and fabricator network we 

are pleased to offer additional high span mullions 

and transoms with the highest Ix and Iy values in 

the industry, allowing you to span further or keep 

the same flush box size throughout glazed areas.

From one range of profiles Comar 6EFT offers 

capped, 2sided structural glazing with vertical 

or horizontal capping and 4sided structural 

glazing. Comar 6EFT 4sided SG offers the 

slimmest structural glazing joint available today 

and can be either silicon or EPDM gasket 

sealed, with glazing options up to 54mm.

For details and downloads, take a look 

at www.comar-alu.co.uk today. Comar 

are pleased to offer BIM families to our 

architectural and contractor colleagues, 

please email projects@parksidegroup.
co.uk for further information or download 

from our website.

Curtain Walling - Capped, 2sided SG and 4sided SG

For more information about 
comar6EFT please contact us:

Tel:  +44(0) 20 8685 9685
Email:  projects@parksidegroup.co.uk
Web:  www.comar-alu.co.uk 
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Notes from the Comar 
design team...

Rinnai 
Hot Water 
Delivery – 
Pay As You 
Go Heating
Jennifer Williams looks at 
how continuous flow hot 
water delivery systems 
are fast overtaking the old 
technology of heating and 
storing water ready use.

Reports from the market on hot water heating system 
delivery in the commercial sector are showing a transition 
away from older technologies, which commonly use large 
volumes of cylinder stored and reheated hot water, are 
reaching a ‘tipping point’ with continuous flow units vastly 
out-perform them in terms of capital costing, economy of 
fuel, plant room space and lifetime efficiency.

Each family is said to use 80 litres of hot water daily and 
the older technologies employed by traditional means of 
stored hot water heating systems are increasingly unable to 
economically and sustainably meet these market demands.

Stored types of systems feature an insulated cylinder or 
container that keeps large quantities of water heated by 
either a boiler or immersion heater, and reheated when 
temperatures drop below a useable temperature. Thus, 
when there is demand, stored water is released and used, 
and then the cylinder refilled and reheated to remain at 
optimum temperatures (above 60°C) until next use.

The market today requires and expects instant access to 
hot water, and in most domestic and light commercial 
applications there is no need for an inefficient system that 
can have a significant lag in recovery time to fully reheated 
water reserves.

The major claimed benefits of storage systems lie in 
large commercial applications, such as a gyms or hotels, 
which need very large volumes of water at peak times 
– however, this can be easily accommodated by using a 
cascade system of continuous flow units.  According to an 

AECOM independent study (AECOM is the largest building 
services consultancy in the world) the life cycle costings 
of continuous flow systems in comparison to equivalent 
storage systems, on average a ‘continuous flow water 
heating system can be up to 7% more economical’. At 89% 
efficiency on average, a storage system will encounter heat 
loss and wasted energy - reheating at times when there 
is no demand, for example. A continuous fl ow unit will 
maintain an efficiency level of 96%, increasing the returns 
on investment; or in other words, major savings on ongoing 
costs.

Continuous flow hot water delivery is disrupting the old 
ways with new ways of doing it better, faster and more 
economically. The continuous flow units and systems offer 
heating efficiency, reliability, space saving, Legionella 
prevention and environmentally conscious Low NoX outputs 
- plus a Limescale Check system which ensures optimum 
performance throughout the life of the unit by constant 
monitoring and alerts for any buildup of lime-scale residue. 
Limescale can build exponentially if left and ignored, where 
a 1.6mm depth of limescale on a heat exchanger means 
a drop in efficiency of at least 12% - and a cut in the 
efficiency of any system means higher running costs.

‘The payback investment over the 10 years-plus life of a 
single Rinnai unit can be measured and shown to out-
perform cheaper and much less efficient water heaters in a 
matter of months’, adds Chris Goggin, Operations Director.
www.rinnaiuk.com
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Wall Cabinet 
Doors; Choose 
Salice Mover 
And Mover 
Flat Systems

Icon Kitchen 
And Bedroom 
Studio Finds 
Winning 
Combination 
Of Stormer 
Kitchens And
Ebios 
Bioethanol Fires

Mover by Salice is a compact, vertical sliding 
system for wall cabinet doors. The action of the 
system is synchronised and controlled, enabling 
the door to be held in any position.
Mover does not require double side panels or 
counterweights and so maximises the available 
space in the cabinet and furthermore, the 
door can be “parked” safely and securely in 
any position. Mover is particularly suitable 
in restricted spaces as an alternative to 
conventionally-opening doors, notably in 
bathrooms and galley kitchens.  Mover provides 
the simplicity and the elegance of a downward 
sliding door together with the functional 
performances of an innovative and versatile 
system.

Mover Flat creates concealable spaces on kitchen cabinets, and anywhere you want the convenience 
of a space that can be elegantly hidden behind a sliding panel. The compactness of the mechanism, 
which moves on vertical runners, fits perfectly with applications, especially in restricted spaces, 
where the conventionally-opening doors would be unworkable. The mechanism, with adjustable load 
capacity, can be used with doors heights from 480 to 628mm and a width up to 2400mm, in its larger 
version. The movement on silent runners is smooth and perfectly controlled in any situation. Mover 
Flat is a versatile and practical system, takes up a minimum of valuable storage space, and therefore it 
can be used in both small and large cabinets.

For further information on the Salice product range please telephone 01480 413831, email info.
salice@saliceuk.co.uk or visit www.saliceuk.co.uk

The Icon kitchen and bedroom studio in Bury, Greater 
Manchester was founded by Amanda Dunlop in 
2015. It designs and installs high end kitchens and 
bedrooms from leading European and British brands 
throughout the north west.

Icon clients are typically looking for something 
different to the products that are offered by ordinary 
kitchen and bedroom suppliers. As well as offering 
premium brands and high-quality workmanship, 
Icon also provides many interesting accessories and 
finishing touches that result in total solutions for their 
customers.

A good example of this approach is the Ebios range 
of bioethanol feature fires that are supplied by DRU, 
a leading European fireplace manufacturer. Ebios has 
forged a special partnership with German kitchen 
maker Stormer, producing some custom-designed 
fires that complement their kitchen appliances and 
worktops.

As well as Stormer, Icon has also combined Ebios fires 
with other leading kitchen and bedroom brands, with 
equally impressive results.

Ebios fires light up kitchen and bedroom of Bury 
family

A good example is the recent installation at the home 
of Bury resident Anthony Norman, who chose an 

Italian-made Ernestomeda kitchen and a British Daval 
bedroom from Icon, both featuring atmospheric table-
top Ebios fires.

Having seen 
the fires on live 
display at the Icon 
showroom, Anthony 
and his family were 
convinced that they 
would make exciting additions to their new kitchen 
and master bedroom.

Ebios fires require no chimney or flue, give off no 
harmful emissions and are 99% energy efficient. 
They are available in a large selection of built-in 
and freestanding designs for living rooms, kitchens, 
bedrooms, bathrooms and even gardens.

Commenting on the successful introduction of Ebios 
bioethanol fires, Amanda Dunlop said:

‘We are proud to represent this superior range of 
German-made bioethanol fires in the North West and 
have been impressed by the reaction of our customers 
to the products and the quality of service that we 
have received from DRU Fires in the UK.’

For further information visit: www.drufire.com,
www.iconkitchenstudio.com, www.euromobel.co.uk
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Good Acoustics For Art And Design

Bedales School is set in an area of outstanding natural beauty on the 
edge of the South Downs National Park in Hampshire. Its new Art and 
Design building designed by architects Feilden Clegg Bradley Studios 
has a strong sense of countryside drawing references from traditional 
agricultural buildings by creating a series of connected barn forms. 
Materials were used in their natural state throughout. This includes 
renewable natural products including sustainably sourced timber for 
cladding and Troldtekt’s wood wool panels for acoustics, all of which 
help to reduce the embodied carbon in the construction. 
The form and east-west orientation of the pitched roofs on the five 
new buildings defines a series of carefully scaled, north-lit studio 
spaces.  Their dramatic pitched ceilings comprise Troldtekt acoustic 
panels on one side to absorb sound and improve acoustics.  On 
the other side, natural light is maximised and the need for artificial 
lighting reduced. In what is otherwise a lightweight building, the 
thermal mass of exposed concrete surfaces contributes to a stable 
internal temperature. 
Specified throughout the UK and Europe, the benefits of 100% 
Troldtekt natural wood wool panels include high sound absorption, 
high durability, natural breathability, low cost life cycle performance 
and sustainability as documented by Cradle to Cradle certification at 
silver level.
They are specified to improve acoustics in many different projects 
such as schools, leisure centres, pools, commercial, private and public 
buildings. Available in various sizes and in four grades from extreme 
fine to coarse, they can be left untreated or painted in virtually any 
RAL colour.   www.troldtekt.co.uk

Meditators Enjoy Peaceful Privacy Thanks To Dorma 
Partition

Style was recently contracted to design and install a creative 
moveable wall system to divide the main space at the 
Kadampa Meditation Centre in London.  
Allowing different groups to enjoy this quiet haven in 
privacy, the DORMA Moveo glass partitioning wall delivers an 
incredible 50dB Rw acoustics, thanks to semi-automatic seals 
and toughened safety glass.  DORMA’s products lead the way 
in sustainable solutions with environment product declaration 
(EPD) in accordance with ISO 14025 and EN 15804, meaning 
that this is not only a highly practical solution, but an ethical 
one too.
The Kadampa Meditation Centre in Earls Court Road welcomes 
people from all walks of life to come and taste the peace 
of meditation, meet with like-minded people and discover 
the practical solutions to life problems that can be found in 
Buddha’s teachings.
Working directly with the client NKT-IKBU, Style was asked 
to install a contemporary and flexible solution to screen off 
the meditation room, with acoustic integrity and natural light 

being essential ingredients.  Style recommended a DORMA Moveo glass moveable wall, giving the Kadampa centre the privacy and silence it needs 
when the wall is in place, whilst maximising light.
Easy and quick to manoeuvre, when the wall is not in use the area becomes a complete open plan space for visitors. Stylish manifestations offer 
an added degree of privacy, with pass doors allowing access when the wall is in place. The glass moveable panels combine with solid elements of 
DORMA’s Moveo range to create a mixed combination to deliver the best balance between privacy and light. 
“By installing a moveable wall at a meditation centre just goes to show how incredible the acoustic integrity of these walls is,” said Julian Sargent, 
Style’s group managing director. “Having complete silence, and not being disturbed from noise outside, is critical and the Kadampa Meditation Centre 
was more than impressed with how incredibly effective this glazed moveable wall is at delivering privacy when closed.”    www.style-partitions.co.uk

Offsite 
Solutions 
Awarded £4.5M 
Bathroom 
Pod Contract 
For New 
Residential 
Tower At 
Canary Wharf

Offsite Solutions has been awarded the £4.5 million 
contract to manufacture high specification bathroom 
pods for Canary Wharf’s new private rental apartment 
tower at its new district, Wood Wharf.

Offsite Solutions is supplying 443 pods for 327 private 
rental apartments at 10 George Street – the iconic 
35-storey tower and the adjacent six-storey building. 
These are a combination of wet rooms and bathrooms. 

This prestigious waterside development is the first 
application of Offsite Solutions’ new steel and concrete 
pods, which provide a fully waterproofed solution for 
luxury wet rooms and bathrooms. The pod design 
features cold rolled steel-framed walls with a cast 
concrete base which removes the need for visible 
shower trays to create a clean and contemporary 
appearance.

The pods, which are now being installed, arrive on site 
fully fitted, complete with underfloor heating, stone-
effect porcelain tiling, bespoke cabinets with heated 
steam-free mirrored doors, handmade composite stone 
basins, LED lighting, all sanitary ware and Hansgrohe 
brassware, ceiling and wall-mounted rain shower heads, 
and a surface-heated wall to remove the need for 
heated towel rails. 

Commenting on the decision to use bathroom pods 
for this landmark development, Leighton Aurelius, 
Project Manager at Canary Wharf Contractors, said, 
“Bathroom pods give us the benefit of better quality 
control and ease of installation. Our requirement 
was for high specification bathrooms.  We have been 
impressed with Offsite Solutions’ factory, design team, 

logistics and pre-delivery testing. It is great to have the 
pods manufactured in the UK and the project is going 
very well. The service from Offsite Solutions has been 
faultless and second to none.”

The mixed-use scheme is developed as a glass and 
aluminium tower with a stepped roofscape overlooking 
the Canary Wharf basin and a new waterside park. 
It forms part of Canary’s Wharf’s new district, Wood 
Wharf – a vibrant new urban quarter which is under 
construction by Canary Wharf Group. Phase one is due 
for completion in 2020.

Offsite Solutions offers a comprehensive and expanding 
range of bathroom pods to suit different building 
types and applications. Options include steel-framed 
pods with traditional tiled finishes for high-end 
apartments, student residences and hotels; robust 
and low maintenance GRP composite pods for student 
accommodation, care homes, social housing and 
healthcare; hybrid pods for specialist projects, and 
award-winning demountable GRP pods for ease of 
installation in refurbishment schemes.

For further information, visit www.offsitesolutions.com, 
call 01278 780807 or email info@offsitesolutions.com. 
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ROOMS

BROUGHT TO

LIFE

Make 
your space 
the place

Commercial use for walls, decorative 
panels, doors, architrave and furniture. 
A range of superbly styled interior films 
which will bring any room to life.

interior film
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Laminates For A Sound 
Performance By Absorption

Abet Laminati’s continuing partnership with Print 
Acoustics® – a division of Belgian company Triplaco - has 
proven popular in helping combat the ongoing problems of 
sound reverberation in commercial, public sector, school, 
restaurant, retail and residential environments.
Modern design trends for minimalist interiors coupled with 
hard surfaces creates issues with sound pollution bouncing 
around interior spaces affecting ambient noise levels and the 
associated discomfort for users.
Noise can also impact on the success of a space. In 
education, for example, many studies have shown that noise 
impacts learning. A Bronzaft and McCarthy study showed 
that New York City students were hampered in their reading 
skills by elevated noise levels. Students 70 metres from an 
elevated subway track lagged behind their peers on the 
quieter side of the building, between three months and as 
much as one year. 
There are over 500 Abet colours and woodgrain finishes available for use as wall cladding, for cabinet doors or freestanding units. They 
are specially designed to embrace the hospitality, retail, commercial, education and residential sectors where noise pollution can be a 
problem particularly in meeting rooms, music rooms, restaurants, school halls, sports halls and shops.
Various micro-perforations or groove patterns present a deeply embossed surface giving a sculptured and tactile feel coupled with an 
aesthetically appealing look, whether used as individual modules for localised sound dampening or installed across a whole wall to create 
an attractive and sound-absorbing feature with a Noise Reduction Coefficient (NRC) up to 0.85. Samples and technical literature are 
available from Abet Ltd's sample line on tel: 020 7473 6915 or visit uk.abetlaminati.com

Matrix Medium Basin’s Curved Edge And Smooth Grab Handles Give Support For Elderly Users

When planning and installing a bathroom for the elderly, the inclusion of a specialist hand basin is a “must have”.  
The Matrix Medium basin from bathroom experts Pressalit Care provides invaluable support for the elderly and for 
those in a wheelchair thanks to two grab handles smoothly cast into the front of the basin. These handles provide 
a welcome grip for people transferring in or out of a wheelchair, and a safe and secure support for those standing.  
Pressalit Care has thought of every detail to make this basin indispensable in the bathroom. The inward curve of the 
basin’s front edge allows the user to lean into the tap and reach it easily, whilst the shallow bowl gives plenty of space 
for wheelchair maneuverability. 
This is a wide basin, that has profiled raised edges to prevent water spillages over the side. The flat surface around the 
bowl provides an additional ledge for support, or indeed makes an ideal space for the storage of personal toiletries. 
To aid all important hygiene control, as well as adding to the aesthetics of the design, the Matrix Medium has all its 
plumbing installed into the discreet, concealed unit, shielding the pipework from dust, dirt or bacteria.  The Pressalit 

Care Matrix Medium is a height adjustable basin, operated by integrated power buttons on the front of the bowl.  Simple and intuitive, the red buttons on white are 
easy to see and use, allowing most users to be able to adjust the height themselves. The slim lifter unit means wheelchairs can be manoeuvred close to the wall.   
www.pressalit.com

Take It Easy With Sikaceram Fix & Grout
Let Everbuild – A Sika Company take the hassle out of tiling with SikaCeram® Fix & Grout; a ready 
mixed waterproof wall tile adhesive and grout for use in bathrooms, showers and kitchens. Coming 
ready mixed and ready to use straight from the tub, SikaCeram® Fix & Grout is incredibly easy to 
apply with none of the mess associated with traditional powered products, and as it can be used as 
a grout as well as an adhesive, there is no need for two separate products saving valuable time and 
money. 
Non slip with very high bond strength, Sika Ceram Fix & Grout is ideal for use on vertical surfaces 
and can be used for all ceramic tiles including porcelain, vitrified tiles and mosaics.  Available in three 
handy sizes; 750g, 1.5kg and 3.5kg, SikaCeram® Fix & Grout dries to a brilliant white finish with the 
high quality anti-mould formula ensuring that the product stays white for years to come.  
For further information on SikaCeram® Fix & Grout or any other product from the Everbuild and Sika 
brands, contact your sales representative, call the sales office on 0113 240 2424 or visit  
www.everbuild.co.uk
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Solus Ceramics Gives Persian Flavour To Cambridge Hotel

Leading tile supplier, Solus Ceramics has brought a sense of style to a vibrant and exciting 
new hotel with the use of its bespoke tiling throughout the restaurant area. Located in the 
heart of Cambridge, the Tamburlaine hotel is a new 155-room luxury hotel from the Dublin 
based O’Callaghan Group. Designed by the team at Bryan O’Sullivan Studio, the hotel 
joyfully fuses traditional and modern design, which echoes the heritage of the town along 
with its emerging prominence as a vibrant metropolis. Tamburlaine’s welcoming entrance 
has a dramatic double-height lobby with a feature staircase and overlooking library 
above. The ground floor flows between four different food and drink areas, each with its 
own particular offering and all tied together with a sense of quality, provenance of local 
ingredients, attention to detail and distinct design.

Blá Farry, senior interior architect at Bryan O’Sullivan Studio, commented: “The Tamburlaine 
Hotel was named after the Asian Emperor in the eponymous play by Cambridge Icon 

Christopher Marlowe. The essence of the hotel strives to capture the Persian flavour, strength, eloquence 
and passion conjured in the imagery of the play, combined with the traditional collegiate Cambridge 
aesthetic. This is what we had in mind when designing the stunning rooms and what we wanted to reflect 
in our tile choices. In the reception, visitors are met with a striking tiled floor design made up of white, 
red and black tiles from the Program range. The client very much wanted a tile finish in reception and 
we felt the Victorian style aesthetic suited the Cambridge look and feel. However, we were conscious 
that an actual Victorian tile might look out of place in a new-build and in a space that vast, so opted for 
the Program range as it allowed us to fuse a contemporary tile and palette into a large scale traditional 
pattern.”

“The restaurant, a masculine, sophisticated space, sits as a juxtaposition to the adjoining Garden Room. 
More traditional in style, the great fluted teak and marble horseshoe bar takes centre stage, creating a 
place where people can gather for cocktails, but which is also comfortable and spacious enough to dine. 
Here, Solus Ceramics supplied the vibrantly patterned floor tiles from its emerging Treasure range. The 

eclectic and contemporary artisan eatery features the bold Elpis tile, which is emblazoned with a chic blue and grey geometric print, brought to life in a rustic 
hand painted style.” The Garden Room, which is truly like a page from The Secret Garden, offers guests an al fresco ambiance in the comfort of the hotel, and 
features a traditional black and white flooring pattern from Solus Ceramics Victorian influenced Program 2 range.    www.solusceramics.com

New LST i Plus Xtra Protection Launched

Stelrad has the best-selling low surface temperature radiator range in the 
UK and Ireland and it has expanded this to include a number of LST i Plus 
Xtra Protection – the extra protection versions, following the success of 
the Compact Xtra Protection range designed especially for rooms with high 
humidity. 
The Xtra Protection radiators benefit from an additional coating to make 
them rust resistant and ideal for use in wet rooms, bathrooms, changing 
areas and any environment where steam is prevalent around the radiator. 
Customers who saw the Compact Xtra Protection asked Stelrad if it was an 
option to get an LST i Plus Xtra Protection and the company decided to add it 
to the standard LST range.
Stay up to date with Stelrad at www.stelrad.com, www.stelrad.ie and by 
following them on Twitter @Stelrad or via the Stelrad Facebook page @
StelradRadiators

SAS Ceilings Are Angel Court’s Crowning Halo

Located within Bank’s Conservation Area, 1 Angel Court is the latest 
building to offer its inhabitants a new way to work in the City, setting the 
design benchmark for future buildings in London.  Angel Court boasts a 
seasonally-changing diorama, a scenic rooftop garden, office space and a 
retail paradise on the ground floor.
SAS products 
were selected 
by architects 
Fletcher Priest 
in order to 
complement the 
shape of the 
existing concrete 
structure, which 
runs through the 
octagonal tower. 
The project 
demanded hidden 
services, so the 
ceiling design was tailored to these demands. The popular SAS330 was 
installed for its clean design and unrivalled longevity. The c-profile, also 
known as the visible frame or structure of the ceiling, was interfaced with a 
bespoke aluminium service trough to suit Angel Court’s radial, curved form, 
referred to as ‘The Race-Track’. 
The building’s reception called for a feature ceiling, where developers 
decided to use a SAS metal solution to provide a corporate yet 
contemporary finish. It was important to replicate ‘The Race-Track’ effect in 
the reception area, therefore an extrusion was curved and then spliced into 
straighter sections. sasintgroup.com
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Opening The 
Doors To A 
Shoppers’ 
Paradise

GEZE UK is opening doors to more shoppers at Glasgow 
Fort which has recently launched a third phase of shops 
and leisure facilities at its out-of-town shopping and leisure 
complex.

With more than 100 outlets and parking for 2,500, Glasgow 
Fort is noted for being one of the few purpose-built 
uncovered shopping villages with a two-sided mall design 
intended to recreate a traditional high street. That’s why 
installing the right doors were crucial in the design and 
specification of the new phase – not only to protect the new 
stores from the elements – but to maintain the fluidity of 
the stainless steel and glass aesthetic within its horseshoe 
layout.

The latest 175,000 sq ft extension – designed by Glasgow 
architects Cooper Cromar for owner British Land - includes 
an 80,000 sq ft Marks & Spencer department store housed 
within an iconic three-storey stainless steel-clad pavilion.
The store entrance has four sets of automatic sliding doors, 
powered by GEZE’s Slimdrive SL NT operators, to form a 
draught lobby and display area. The Slimdrive SL NT blends 
seamlessly into the uncluttered glazed frontage. With an 
operator height of just 7cm – it is almost invisible, virtually 
silent in operation and can move leaf weights of up to 
125kg - ideal for buildings with high levels of footfall and a 
continuous flow of people moving in various directions. 

GEZE UK worked with Gray & Dick Ltd and Greenfield 
Contracting to create the entrances for M&S and seven other 
shops and restaurants on the north of the site where the 
new development is located. They include:

• Fat Face • Footasylum • JD Sports
• Mamas & Papas • River Island • Wagamama
• Waterstones
 
In total 12 GEZE products were supplied. In most cases the 
Slimdrive SL NTs were used to create the entrances for the 
units. Fat Face, Footasylum, Mamas & Papas, River Island, 
Wagamama and Waterstones chose seamless entrances, 
each with a pair of automatic sliding doors which provided 
flow and continuity with their glazed façades.

For JD Sports, a much larger unit, two Slimdrive SLT 
telescopic automatic sliding door operators were used to 
create two entrances across the span of its frontage – each 
fixed to glass. Like the Slimdrive SL NT, they operate quietly 
and boast an elegant drive design with a 7cm operator 
height.

Said Martin Revie, general manager for GEZE UK in Scotland: 
“This was a fascinating project on which to work. Glasgow 
Fort has become a ‘go-to’ destination for shopping and 
leisure in the region as it combines great facilities and shops, 
with an open, airy environment and contemporary design. 
“The third phase of the development needed to combine 
the requirements of the businesses going into the new 
premises and incorporate functionality, safety and security 
while retaining the aesthetic values of the development as 
a whole.”

For more information about GEZE UK’s comprehensive range 
of automatic and manual door closers call 01543 443000 or 
visit www.geze.co.uk.

Volume Control 
At Farringdon’s 
New Elizabeth 
Line Station

When Transport for London’s new ‘Elizabeth Line’ opens 
later this year, Farringdon station will become one of the 
busiest in the UK. 

More than 140 trains per hour and an estimated 90,000 
passengers are expected to pass through every day, 
as the new Elizabeth line connects Thameslink and the 
London Underground; linking outer London, the home 
counties, the City, Canary Wharf and three of London’s 
five airports. 

Like all Elizabeth Line stations, Farringdon has been 
designed to create accessible, safe and comfortable 
spaces that people can move through easily and 
efficiently - with sound absorbing insulation playing a key 
role in minimising station noise for passengers and staff.  

At Farringdon, two new ticket halls are connected by 
sub-surface tunnels. The western end located on the 
corner of Farringdon Road and Cowcross Street will 
provide access to and from the Thameslink ticket hall; 
the eastern end is bound by Charterhouse Street, Lindsey 
Street and Long Lane. This major transport interchange 
site has had to fit within a complex infrastructure 
network up to 25 metres below ground. 

Main contractor BFK sought to minimise sound 
propagation along the new platforms and tunnels, 
creating a comfortable environment in line with the 
design principles of the new railway. 

As well as improving acoustics within the station, 
BFK also had to ensure they met the strict fire safety 
requirements of London Underground Limited (LUL), 
by choosing products on the LUL approved products 
register.

ROCKWOOL was chosen for its excellent acoustic 
qualities and inherent non-combustible properties. 

ROCKWOOL RW3 Slabs 75mm thick were installed in the 
perforated glass fibre and reinforced concrete tunnel 
linings of the platform and access areas. Being a semi-
rigid product, the slabs were easily cut and friction fitted 
to form an acoustic lining behind the cladding.  

ROCKWOOL RW3 slabs are CE Marked according to BS 
EN 13162:2012 and, as with all ROCKWOOL RW slab 
products, achieve a Euroclass A1 rating in accordance 
with BS EN 13501-1, meeting the requirements for non-
combustible materials.

“With a vast number of trains and people due to travel 
through this station, noise reduction was a major factor 
for this scheme,” says Simon Webber, Section Manager, 
at BFK. 

“ROCKWOOL was able to deliver a solution that not only 
helps in mitigating noise, but also provides optimum 
fire safety performance. This project has been built to 
comply with exceptionally strict fire and acoustic LUL 
standards that will serve the needs of Farringdon for 
years to come.”

Located in the London Borough of Islington, Farringdon 
is one of ten new stations along the central section 
of the new Elizabeth Line route, in which ROCKWOOL 
insulation will be installed. The station and new Elizabeth 
Line service will help to increase capacity, improve 
accessibility, and support economic growth in the capital. 
Farringdon station will open in December 2018. 
www.rockwool.co.uk
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Automatic 
For The 
People

Door and window control technology specialist GEZE UK is 
celebrating its 30th anniversary this year, but with a sincere 
focus on service and its employees that stems from its family 
business status, along with an NPD programme already 
preparing clients for the digital future, the best is yet to come.
GEZE began life as a German craftsman’s business and was 
once a leading name in ski equipment as the creators of a 
unique boot binding. It is now the ‘go-to’ manufacturer and 
supplier of an exhaustive range of automatic and manual 
door and window products and after sales services, with 
global expansion that has gained the company international 
recognition in the process.

Part of that expansion led to the creation of GEZE UK in 1988 
at a pivotal time when the boon of technology was quickly 
taking hold. Initially set up to concentrate on the distribution of 
architectural ironmongery and providing an export gateway to 
Commonwealth countries, the course of the newly established 
UK business changed significantly within a decade. The catalyst 
for change came with the Disability Discrimination Act becoming 
law. 

Accessibility became a key requirement for publicly accessed 
buildings, triggering a surge in the demand for automatics. 
This coincided with the launch of one of GEZE’s most iconic 
products, the Slimdrive range for sliding doors – so called 
because of an unobtrusive 7cm operator height. Automatic 
doors had come of age.

Around this time, GEZE UK was setting up a ‘project division’ 
for the supply and installation of automatic doors in Tamworth. 
And then, in 2005, the company moved to a purpose-built 
facility in Lichfield which combined the distribution, and supply 
and installation sides of the business.  A service division was 
launched soon after in 2008.

Family values to the core
GEZE continues to go from strength to strength. In 2017, 
the company had a turnover of €406 million worldwide and a 
£30 million turnover in the UK, and yet the business is still a 
family affair, with its influence shaping its strategic vision and 
approach. 

Kaz Spiewakowski, GEZE UK’s managing director, who is himself 
celebrating his own anniversary this year with five years at the 
helm of the UK company, explains: “GEZE is most definitely a 
family business which is very empathetic in how it treats its 
employees. It has great advantages, that family spirit is far 
less rigid and corporate than many organisations and there is 
definitely a long-term view.

“I have worked in all sorts of organisations, all have their pros 
and cons; those owned by venture capitalists reach a target 
and then get out. It’s about increasing value, reducing costs 
and maximising topline forecasts, come hell or high water, then 
selling the business. In PLCs, if there is a profit warning, there 
are inevitable short-term repercussions to the company’s value 
etc, it all leads to a lack of stability.

“At GEZE, there are family members engaged in the business at all levels and they have the 
long term interests of GEZE at the heart of what they do.”

Collaboration in NPD
Understanding the market and its changing needs neatly dovetails into new product 
development (NPD). Although the majority of GEZE’s NPD is undertaken at its Leonberg HQ, 
supported by defined resources, budget and testing, its UK subsidiary is given the flexibility to 
modify or design products where it identifies an emerging demand. Ideas are developed by the 
technical team or through the established PDP process which are filtered through a gateway 
system.

Recent examples include the production of a locking bracket for the drive belt of the Slimdrive 
SL NT operators for sliding doors – a solution that was created out of test parts from a 3D 
printer, and a water-resistant underfloor operator that was devised to meet particular client 
needs.

Technology has brought about the greatest changes in the fortunes of GEZE and that pace of 
change has been most significant in the past 10-15 years. There has been a digital revolution, 
as opposed to an evolution, which has been demonstrated by products such as the GEZE 
cockpit and range of smart ventilation products that marry the natural environment with 
digitisation that can orchestrate the working conditions, safety and security of a whole building. 

“We have always been part of a very technical landscape,” says Steve Marshall, GEZE 
UK’s Service Director, “but technological requirements now are as much about digitisation 
and system integration as they are about hardware. Safety, security and environmental 
requirements are key considerations and feature highly on customer’s shopping lists.”
He believes that embracing modern technologies is where the company’s future lies. 

Steve adds, “On the service side, we have already seen tremendous change in who our 
customers are and the frameworks in which they operate. We have been responsive to those 
needs and kept apace to ensure that we can meet and exceed those demands and will continue 
to do so by embracing new technologies and adapting them for future needs.
“These include a variety of digital applications – software is now leading the pace of change 
just as hardware did a few short decades ago. In particular, artificial intelligence (AI) and 
remote management look set to be incorporated to provide enhanced levels of expertise and 
application out ‘in the field’.”

Global thinking 
GEZE’s global outlook is about much more than having a presence which spreads across the 
globe. It is also about the way it serves the market, with its commitment to ‘global account 
management’. This approach gives clients total consistency in terms of GEZE products, 
design and specification guidance, maintenance and service across their property portfolio, 
with leading organisations as diverse as Tesco, Nestlé, BMW and IHG amongst those who are 
benefiting.

Global account management enables GEZE to engage with clients and developers at the 
planning stage, prior to any specification being developed. In doing so, clients are able to 
introduce greater standardisation in their door and window control technology which takes into 
account the whole life cycle. It establishes a framework that architects can then pull through 
to their specifications with ease, and ultimately offers a smart solution to optimise building 
operations and maintenance and positively reflect on brands.

With a bright future ahead for GEZE UK, that brave business decision many years ago to switch 
away from manufacturing ski boot bindings is now proving to have been an inspired move.
www.geze.co.uk
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The Resurgence 
Of Architectural 
Anodising

Back in the 1970’s architectural aluminium, shopfronts, 
windows and curtain wall, was available in anodised 
finishes. These finishes were limited to silver, bronze and 
black. In the day, replacement window companies often 
offered a silver framed aluminium casement window 
set in a hardwood frame. The finish was exceptionally 
robust and if you look round today, some of these 
home improvement windows are still performing well. 
So why did we all but stop using anodised finishes?

Staying with residential home improvement, in the 
1980’s the new material on the market was PVC. 
Expensive at the time, the product offered good 
insulation and promised a long life with virtually no 
maintenance. Over the following decade the PVC 
revolution decimated the aluminium systems, despite 
white finishes becoming available for aluminium in both 
electrophoretic and polyester powder coating finishes.

In the commercial aluminium facade market, polyester 
powder coating gave architects the ability to use a wide 
range of bright colours in their designs. The ability of 
powder coating to ‘cover all’, including blemishes in 
the extrusion seems the perfect finish and, whilst few 
people would admit in the industry, aluminium dies 
were produced cheaper as the surface finish of the 
profile was often to be covered over with a sixty micron 
coating of ‘paint’.

These same profiles, when used for anodising, often 
showed ‘die lines’ which whilst not unattractive, 

specifiers were not comfortable with. Powder coating 
quickly became more economic to apply than anodising 
and became the finish of choice. In an interesting turn 
more recently, the powder coat industry has introduced 
‘anodic’ finishes to mimic anodised finishes.

Powder coating has advanced a great deal over the 
years and offers exceptional quality for architectural 
aluminium profiles but, architects and specifiers are 
looking back to the base material itself and want to use 
it in its natural state.

So what is anodising?
In simple terms, it is a controlled ‘corrosion’ of the 
surface of the aluminium, turning aluminium into 
‘aluminium oxide’ similar to iron oxide (rust) on steel. 
The difference with aluminium oxide is that once it 
has been created on the surface of the aluminium it 
completely seals the base aluminium from further 
corrosion, unlike steel. So anodising is not an applied 
finish but a conversion of the surface of the aluminium, 
so it will not peel or flake. Done to the right quality, the 
material life expectancy can last many decades and will 
not fade.

So what about the ‘die lines’? Simply put, extrusion dies 
that have visible faces require more attention prior to 
use. These dies need to be polished and cleaned more 
regularly as the extrusion process can be quite abrasive 
on the surface of the die.

Aluprof, one of the largest producers of aluminium 
fenestration systems in Europe, produce dies that are 
dedicated to each finish. The more expensive, often 
hand finished dies, are kept for anodising specifications. 
Another key to creating a good anodised finish is the 
ability to extrude and anodise within a short space 
of time, thereby reducing the opportunity for natural 
oxidisation beginning to occur. Aluprof extrude profile 
through these higher quality dies which offer higher 
quality surfaces free from ‘die lines’ and once etched 
and anodised offer a high quality surface which is both 
very hard wearing and long lasting.

Anodising is also now becoming a choice for 
pretreatment of aluminium prior to powder coating. 
A very thin anodising of just five microns seals the 
aluminium prior to powder coating. This sealing or 
‘conversion coating’ has traditionally been completed in 
chrome or chrome free coatings. The claim for the use 
of ‘pre-anodising’ or ‘flash anodising’ prior to powder 
coating is that it avoids the appearance of a type of 
corrosion known as filiform corrosion.

Anodising plants are also very costly to design and 
install, utilising high voltage and specialist transformers 
to rapidly and evenly create an anodised finish. Because 
of its combined use of a finish in its own right and as a 
‘conversion coating’ prior to powder coating, in the UK 
alone there has been two new anodising plants come 
on-line in the last couple of years with further plants 
planned.

As specifiers tend to specify shades of grey for the 
majority of fenestration projects, anodising can be 
specified in both bronze finish and shades of grey. This 
is created by the introduction of trace metals such as 
cobalt or tin during the anodising process. Interestingly, 
as the anodising is ‘clear’, the introduction of these 
metals forms an optical colour, which cannot fade over 
time.

Crucial for specifiers is the knowledge that higher 
quality dies should be used for producing profiles for 
anodising and this is something that should find its way 
into specification for the finish.

Aluprof UK’s head office and extensive distribution 
centre is located in Altrincham, Cheshire.  Aluprof 
systems are increasingly being specified on a wide 
range of residential and commercial projects across 
the UK including Passivhaus projects.  Systems are 
designed, fabricated and installed by selected, specially 
trained local companies, to ensure each fabricated 
product meets Aluprof’s exacting standards. 

Further information is available on the company’s 
website at www.aluprof.eu and specialist advice is 
available directly from Aluprof’s UK offices on 0161 941 
4005.
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Impressive Curved Glass Entrance 
For Landmark London Offices

Opening into an impressive double-height reception, TORMAX curved bi-parting glass 
doors welcome staff and visitors into the prestigious new office development of 24 
King William Street, London.  Powered by the reliable TORMAX iMotion 2301 operator, 
the 3m high automatic sliding glass doors create an aesthetically attractive frontage, 
perfectly mirroring the curved façade of the building.  A single telescopic single sliding 
door, powered by an iMotion 2302 operator, gives access through to a tranquil urban 
garden.
Originally constructed in the 1980’s, 24 King William Street has been comprehensively 
redeveloped by main contractor VolkerFitzpatrick, to meet the needs of 21st century 
tenants.  Completed throughout to a Category A specification, the building is located 
at a key entry point to the City from London Bridge and delivers 70,000 sq ft of 
premium office space.  
TORMAX was specified to deliver a double set of sliding doors to the main entrance as 
well as a single sliding door giving clear access from the rear of the building.  
“Automatic curved sliding doors look stunning and definitely create an eye-catching 
entrance that really makes a building stand out from the rest”, said Simon Roberts, 
md for TORMAX.  “The spacious and light-filled reception at 24 King William Street is the perfect backdrop for such an inspiring entrance.”
Both the iMotion 2302 and 2301 door drives are considered to be sustainable solutions, being precision engineered to minimise energy consumption during 
normal operation whilst reducing heat loss from the reception thanks to a combination of rapid reaction sensors and powerful opening and closing speeds.  
The operators themselves are manufactured using 95% re-cyclable materials. In addition to being environmentally sound, the TORMAX iMotion door drives are 
recognised for their reliability and durability thanks to technologically advanced synchronous motors which have no abrading parts to wear out, delivering near-
indefinite life expectancy.  Offering design flexibility in the future, the innovative modular construction of the entire iMotion range allows easy expansion of an 
entrance systems without making existing operators redundant.   www.tormax.co.uk

Shining Light On A Centre Of Excellence

The Foyle Arena in Derry uses large areas of Kalwall® 
for the pool area and sports hall elevations in order to 
minimise glare and maximise natural daylight. Designed 
and specified by architects Samuel Stevenson & Sons, 
this centre of excellence forms part of the North-West 
Regional Sports Campus. The Kalwall is a key component 
of the £12.7m re-development with double indoor 
swimming pool coupled with new facilities for Judo, 
Wrestling and Mountaineering.
During the day, the Kalwall enhances daylight and 
distributes it internally without shadows and glare while 
at night it creates a welcoming glow with scallop-shaped 
backlighting. The unique ability to transmit large amounts 
of usable light with relatively low levels of solar heat gain 
means less radiant energy transmitted and this, coupled 
with diffusion, does away with the hot spots and glare. With increased natural daylight and resistance to solar gain, energy-consuming artificial lighting 
and air-conditioning costs are dramatically reduced.
Kalwall is highly resistant to impact, making it excellent for use in schools, leisure facilities, gymnasia, offices and other public buildings. It is particularly 
popular for swimming pools and sports halls. Glare on a swimming pool surface is a common concern with dazzling rippled sunlight bouncing off the 
surface which can cause discomfort to swimmers. In addition, it can be a serious safety concern as lifeguards can struggle to see swimmers should they 
be in need of assistance. In sports halls, it is also important that there is an even distribution of light so that players can distinguish markings on the 
floor as well as easily spotting balls and other obstacles.
Kalwall is a popular choice for projects where performance, long life cycle and low maintenance are required, coupled with an aesthetic finish. The 
lightweight system reduces the need for supporting structures while offering the highest protection in terms of wind-borne debris and resistance to 
impact, abrasion and point loads.    www.structura-uk.com/kalwall

Crittall Windows Help Keep Troubled Youngsters Safe

A state-of-the-art residential unit for vulnerable children and adolescents 
in the North West of England features Crittall’s Fendor CleanVent 
security windows. Junction 17, designed by architects Gilling Dodd, 
was commissioned by Greater Manchester West Mental Health NHS 
Foundation Trust to provide facilities for the care of 24 inpatients 
aged between 13 and 17. The unit, at Prestwich, is a Tier 4 CAMHS 
(Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services) facility for young people 
with significant mental health needs and who may pose a high risk to 
themselves and others. Typical symptoms or conditions may include self-
harming behaviour and psychosis.

For this reason, windows in rooms to which patients have access must have an anti-ligature feature. Junction 17 has been designed with full input from 
the professional users of the building with the intention of providing a modern, uplifting and non-institutional appearance. In addition to the inpatient 

accommodation there is an intensive care suite, therapy and activity spaces and a fully-equipped 
college and learning zone.The aluminium CleanVent windows specified complement this modern, 
non-institutional feel while satisfying the anti-ligature requirements, meeting the security level of the 
building as well as providing natural ventilation. Crittall also supplied doors and curtain walling.

CleanVent is a unique, patented, sliding security window providing SecureLock access to the protected 
glazing behind the security mesh. The windows can be internally or externally opened depending 
on the security lever required. It has been developed as a direct result of feedback from NHS Trusts 
across the UK and following extensive research and testing. 

The Junction 17 facility has met with universal acclaim from staff, patients and families alike with the 
quality of the spatial design and healing environment attracting particular praise. A detailed post-
project evaluation carried out by the Greater Manchester West Mental Health NHS Foundation Trust 
concluded that there was improved quality of clinical care, improved patient environment, safety and 
security.   www.crittall-fendor.co.uk 

Steel Window Association Welcomes Crittall

Crittall, the U.K.’s largest designer and manufacturer of steel windows and 
doors, has announced that it has joined the Steel Window Association (SWA) 
the industry trade body that represents the 
majority of UK producers in the sector.
The SWA supports its member companies with 
a wide-ranging service relating to product 
development, market research and promotion 
and the helps ensure that each member 
operates to the highest industry standards.
Commenting on the announcement Crittall Sales and Marketing Director 

Russell Ager said, “We are delighted to 
now be part of the SWA and look forward 
to working actively with other members 
in promoting the technical and aesthetic 
benefits associated with steel windows 
across the domestic, commercial and 
specialist security window markets ‘’.
Darren Lloyd, President, SWA, 
commented “The Steel Window 
association is pleased to welcome Crittall 
Windows into its membership; Crittall is a 
world-leading brand, manufacturing steel 
windows and doors to the very highest 
standards. We are looking forward to 
Crittall working with us to help develop 
new products, meet ever-changing 
building regulations and develop 

awareness in the construction industry of the need to appoint a trade 
accredited member to a project.”   www.crittall-windows.co.uk    
www.steel-window-association.co.uk

Glassolutions’ Installations Business Relaunches As FGS

Glassolutions’ Installation 
business has relaunched as 
Facades & Glazing Solutions 
UK Ltd (FGS) following its 
sale to private investment 
firm CoBe Capital. 
Officially trading from 1st 
August 2018, FGS will retain 
the full activities, assets 
and employees of the 
Glassolutions Installations 
business, now operating as 
an independent contracting, 
commercial glazing and 
insurance services business.  
Whilst FGS takes on the 
assets, activities and 
employees of an established 

business, there will be a transition period whilst it implements IT and 
system infrastructure to replace shared group services currently supplied 
by Saint-Gobain. 
The Rotherham-based business, which was formerly part of Glassolutions 
UK, has retained its existing team which has developed long-lasting, 
strategic relationships with some of the largest and most reputable 
companies in the country for more than 25 years. It will continue to 
operate throughout the UK, partnering with main contractors, leading 
insurers, facilities managers and property owners to provide a complete 
‘glazing’ building life cycle solution.  www.fgs-uk.co.uk
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The Importance Of Natural Light

When designing both residential and commercial buildings, the provision of natural light, 
both for energy efficiency and wellbeing plays a crucial part in the process.

Whilst windows need to remain functional, allowing them to be opened, to safely carry 
glazed units and ensure thermal efficiency, the profiles need to be a slim as possible to 
allow as much natural light into the building space as possible.

Until recently, the slimmest profiles have only been available in steel, but now, more 
efficient systems designed in aluminium are available with very slim sight lines.  One of 
the most advanced systems is designed and supplied into the U.K. market by the leading 
Polish systems company, Aluprof. 

The ‘Industrial Window’ was developed in Poland to enable many of their historic 
buildings to be refurbished with similar slim window profiles.  Here in the U.K. the 
system has been used on both new and refurbishment projects.

One of a growing number of developments in the U.K. and Ireland, Valentine Place in 
London, is a new build development consisting of various apartments and mews style 
houses located in a built up area within Southwark.  The importance of using as much 
available light as possible, lead the design team to specify the ‘MB-60 Industrial’ system. 

Not only does the system offer a slim sight line appearance, but the profiled design of 
the components give it a truly ‘industrial’ appeal. 

Aluprof UK’s head office and extensive distribution centre is located in Altrincham, 
Cheshire.  Aluprof systems are increasingly being specified on a wide range of residential 
and commercial projects across the UK including Passivhaus projects.  Systems are 
designed, fabricated and installed by selected, specially trained local companies, to 
ensure each fabricated product meets Aluprof’s exacting standards.

Further information is available on the company’s website at www.aluprof.eu and 
specialist advice is available directly from Aluprof’s UK offices on 0161 941 4005.
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Bespoke Wall 
Panelling From 
Armstrong 
Ceilings Helps 
Hackney To 
Award-Winning 
Heights

Key feature of town hall refurbishment was bespoke 
acoustic wall panels by Armstrong.

Customised wall panels by Armstrong Ceiling Solutions 
have proved a key feature in the award-winning 
refurbishment of the Grade II listed Hackney Town Hall.

The folded bronze anodised aluminium panels were 
selected by regular Armstrong specifiers Hawkins\
Brown architects for the end walls of two underused 
interior service courtyards that have been transformed 
into full-height multi-functional atria as part of the 
redevelopment.

The bespoke wall panels were custom perforated 
by laser into a pattern that mimics the original walls 
behind, including aged brickwork, Crittall windows, 
drain pipes and services. They serve to conceal new 
ducts linked to the smoke ventilation system and 
feature an acoustic fleece behind the panels to absorb 
sound.

Some 110m2 of the 1.5mm WH-1000 2m x 1m panels, 
which also feature a butterfly effect, where random 
perforations have been fabricated into “wings” to 
dapple the light, were installed by specialist Omega 

sub-contractor Roskel Contracts for main contractor 
Osborne onto a lightweight steel framing system on the 
walls at the eastern ends of the north and south atria. 

These were complemented by anodised trough boxes 
containing continuous strips of LED lights at the top of 
each three-storey wall.

Hawkins/Brown associate director Chloe Marshall said: 
“We wanted to choose a standard proprietary acoustic 
wall cladding system for which we could customise 
the perforation pattern and selected the W-H 1000 
Armstrong product after advice from the representative 
that this would meet our performance requirements 
and design intent.”

Hawkins Brown then created two abstract images 
of each original windowed brick wall using the 
computer programme Grasshopper through which they 
programmed in the technical and aesthetic parameters 
and “plugged in” photographs.

“It was important to us that the perforation pattern 
could be customised to create a new feature within 
the rooms rather than a dominating plain rear wall. 
A bronzed finish was selected to link to the historic 

building materials of the 1930s interior and to interface well with the London 
Stock brickwork and painted steel structure of the new ETFE roof.”

Roskel director Alan Brown added: “The panels were perforated to individual 
patterns and when combined formed the overall image. The perforation pattern 
and anodised finish were new to Armstrong and proved challenging but the 
desired finish and visual effect were achieved.”

Built in 1937 to an Art Deco-style design by architects Lanchester and 
Lodge, Hackney Town Hall has been the subject of an exhaustive 12-year and 
12,500m2 restoration and refurbishment programme throughout which it has 
remained fully open.

Previously shabby and in need of investment to create more office space, many 
of the building’s original Art Deco fittings and fixtures had been left intact, and 
this combined with a forward-thinking local authority, meant the planners were 
very open to new ideas and interventions, the Armstrong walls being just one 
of many elements.

In the new atria, the brickwork is topped by a continuous steel ring beam that 
supports the new ETFE roof spanned by secondary beams. The former service 
yard’s basement floor has been raised to ground-floor level to allow level access 
from the refurbished marriage suites which now open onto the new atria’s resin 
terrazzo floor.

Armstrong representative Alastair Wilson said: “The client’s requirement was 
for a tough, sustainable wall that had a unique look and was sympathetic with 

the building’s existing features. Hawkins\Brown worked with us to design the 
required solution. Armstrong was specified because of our approach, design 
concepts and ability to realise the vision required.”

As well as creating 66% more office space, the refurbishment of Hackney Town 
Hall, as part of a wider masterplan for the London Borough of Hackney, has 
made the building more energy efficient. During the programme of works 97% 
of waste was diverted from landfill.

Hackney Town Hall won a 2018 RIBA Award (London Part 2). The judges 
said: “This long-term, multi-phased conservation project is more than 
a refurbishment, as certain architectural moves have made significant 
improvements. These have generally been well-judged but the really impressive 
work has gone into the detailing. Nowhere has any cost or effort been spared 
so that the refurbishment has been carried out to the very highest standards. 
The overall detailing is impeccable and is the most rewarding aspect of the 
project.”

More information is accessible via the Armstrong Ceilings website www.
armstrongceilings.com/commercial/en-gb/. 

Further information about the project is available via the Hawkins\Brown 
website www.hawkinsbrown.com/projects/hackney-town-hall
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Red Hot 
Collaboration 
For SFS And 
Procladd 
(Scotland)

Scottish roofing and cladding contractor Procladd 
(Scotland) Ltd have collaborated with fastener specialist 
SFS on the eagerly anticipated Radisson Red hotel, which 
recently opened its doors. A striking building situated on 
the north bank of the River Clyde in Glasgow's events 
hub, it is located near the SECC, the Clyde Auditorium 
(locally known as the Armadillo) and the Hydro Arena.

Designed by ADF Architects, the £30m, ten-storey 
boutique hotel will be Europe's first new build for the 
Radisson Red brand and will be the first hotel owned 
by Forrest Hotels, part of the Forrest Group. With 176 
bedrooms and an impressive roof top sky bar with views 
over Glasgow, the hotel’s opening was hotly anticipated 
by the city’s tourism leaders as it continues to grow as a 
business and leisure destination. 

Appointed by main contractor Balfour Beatty 
Construction, Procladd (Scotland) Ltd commenced 

work on the 3,500m2 aluminium rainscreen system in 
May 2017. This consisted of a Booth Muirie Alucobond 
Spectra ACM panel system, finished in a distinct Red 
Brass colour with Iridescent “Colour Shift” properties. 
The colour stands out as the main feature of the 
hotel, carefully matching the Radisson Red brand and 
continually changing shades with the reflection and 
refraction of light.

SFS, who lead the market with powder coated fastening 
solutions for the building envelope, provided fasteners 
to perfectly match the iridescent red of the Alucobond 
Spectra ACM panel. Chosen for its superior aesthetics, 
SFS's self drilling SX3 fastener with its unique patented 
irius® head has a low profile, smooth, unblemished 
appearance that can be perfectly colour matched to any 
finish.

Photos supplied 
by © Tom Manley 
Photography

Grade A4 316 stainless steel fasteners were chosen for the 
application due to their enhanced performance and anti-corrosive 
properties, helping to extend the life of the building and, 
therefore, qualify for SFS's extended warranty.

Keith Burrell CEO and Stuart Tulloch Managing Director of 
Procladd (Scotland) Ltd commented, "It has been great to be 
involved in this prestigious project. The main feature of the 
building is the aluminium rainscreen system which is coloured in 
a unique and vivid red. SFS worked very closely with us to ensure 
that a perfect colour match was achieved, and we couldn’t be 
happier with the results."

Serving the British roofing and cladding market from its UK HQ 
and production facility in Leeds, SFS works closely with architects, 
OEMs and installers throughout the design and build programme 
to create high quality, sustainable and warrantied building 
envelopes.
Find out more at www.sfsintec.co.uk
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Armstrong 
Ceilings 
Launches 
New 
Education 
Brochure

Armstrong Ceilings is marking the start of a new school year 
with the launch of a new education brochure which focuses 
on helping architects and specifiers design cost-effective 
well-being measures into education buildings for the benefit of 
students as well as staff.

The new education brochure, which is available to download 
from www.armstrongceilings.com, highlights the ceiling 
systems that make a difference in education facilities 
by focussing on three key areas – enhancing learning 
environments through acoustics, creating visual impact 
through upscale and inspiring solutions, and protecting 
students and the environment through sustainable building 
design. Whether creating a high performance classroom for 
a better learning environment or designing a dramatic and 
engaging signature space to impact a university’s ability 
to recruit students, the brochure, and handy online room 
selector tool on Armstrong’s website, helps architects specify 
appropriate systems for all areas within an educational setting 
as no two spaces have the same requirements.

While classrooms need acoustics, hallways may need 
durability, kitchens may need ease of cleaning and 
maintenance, and entrances and auditoriums may need the 
wow factor that helps inspire students to learn and teachers 
to teach.  Research shows that on any given day, thousands 
of students are unable to understand one out of every four 
spoken words in classrooms due to inadequate acoustics*. In 
addition, teacher surveys consistently rank noisy classrooms 
and vocal fatigue high on their list of frustrations. Poor lighting 
and glare in the classroom can also cause eye strain and 
fatigue for both staff and students.

In a classroom, Armstrong’s standard range of medium-
density ceilings, strikes the right balance between both 
sound attenuation and sound absorption, blocking unwanted 
noise from outside while enhancing sound quality inside.  
For offices, Armstrong’s dB range of higher-density 
ceilings minimises noise transfer between rooms, keeping 
conversations private and staff reassured. And for canteens 

and libraries, Armstrong’s OP range of lower-density ceilings 
controls excessive sound reflections, offering customers 
optimal levels of sound absorption.

As well as acoustics, the new brochure also tackles the 
role that light-reflecting ceilings can play in reducing not 
just glare but also energy bills by maximising natural light 
and minimising electricity usage. The constantly varying 
temperature fluctuations in areas such as kitchens, particularly 
during school holidays when HVAC systems are typically shut 
down, also require ceilings with resistance to high levels of 
moisture – as much a necessity as ceilings for laboratories and 
cloakrooms that are easy to clean and maintain. A product 
selector page includes variations such as the new, ultra-green 
Dune eVo tile, anti-microbial BioGuard, moisture-resistant 
Hydroboard, Ultima+ dB planks, and perforated metal acoustic 
tiles.

Armstrong’s new brochure also sets the best example in terms 
of the environment in that it explains how its Cradle to Cradle 
certification (the first by a mineral ceiling tile manufacturer in 
Europe) helps architects specify products that are designed 
for recycling using manufacturing processes which minimise 
water consumption, adopt renewable energy strategies and 
acknowledge social responsibility.

It also explains how Armstrong’s pioneering recycling 
programme for mineral ceiling tiles used in new-build and 
refurbishments projects contributes to LEED®, BREEAM, 
HQE, DGNB and Ska credits by including ceiling recycling in 
construction waste plans. Examples of how specifiers have 
brought this motivation to existing projects, using mineral and 
metal tiles and canopies and baffles, are contained within five 
school and university case studies which show how focussing 
on the function of an educational building does not have to 
impact on its form.

More information is accessible via the Armstrong Ceilings 
website www.armstrongceilings.com/commercial/en-gb/.

Acquisition Strengthens “Safe Access 
All Areas” Proposition

Horizontal access specialist Bilco UK has acquired the UK’s leading 
manufacturer of vertical access panels, riser doors and steel doors – 
Profab Access Ltd. Established in 2001 Profab employs a team of 75 
and operates from a 46,000 sq. ft. manufacturing and distribution 
facility in Atherstone, Warwickshire.  
Bilco UK serves the commercial market with standard and bespoke 
roof access hatches, floor door, ladders and smoke vents.  Bilco was 
acquired by the Tyman Group in March 2016 and Bilco UK became 
part of home security specialist ERA in April 2017 following the 
acquisition of Howe Green Ltd.  
Howe Green is a manufacturer of fabricated floor access covers, 
linear drainage, tree pit covers and bespoke metalwork. The company 
was founded in 1983 to satisfy the demand for a safe access 
solution for services concealed beneath terrazzo flooring. Initially 
serving the supermarket sector Howe Green access covers are now 
specified across a diversity of industry sectors including aviation, 
infrastructure, education and health.
The acquisition of Profab will strengthen the Bilco UK “Safe Access All Areas” proposition. It will provide architects, specifiers and building service professionals 
with a one stop shop for trusted, high quality, safe access solutions for roofs, floors, walls and ceilings.  
James Fisher, Managing Director for Bilco UK and Howe Green Ltd, has been appointed as the new Managing Director of Profab Access. He will work closely 
with the existing team to ensure a smooth transition into the Bilco UK family.  The Profab Access manufacturing and sales office will continue to operate from 
Atherstone. The joint founder of the business, Adrian Allbrighton, will be leaving the company with immediate effect.  Technical Director, Austin Stone, will remain 
in his key role and will  help to ensure continuity for Profab’s customers and employees.  To find out more about the range of products available from Bilco UK, 
Howe Green and Profab Access please visit www.bilcouk.co.uk or www.profabaccess.com

Craven Dunnill Wins Industry’s Top 
Flooring Award - Again

Craven Dunnill has been voted winner of The Floor Tile of 
the Year 2018 in The Tile Association’s (TTA) Awards for 
its Chev Wood range of high-definition, parquet-styled, 
porcelain tiles. This is the sixth time in eight years the 
company has won the accolade, reinforcing its UK market-
leading position in the wall and floor tile sector.
Steve Whitehurst, Sales & Marketing Director at Craven 
Dunnill was presented with the award at the annual TTA 
Dinner, held May 18 and commented: “The Chev Wood 
range from Italian producer Marazzi provides outstanding 
design with superior technical qualities and epitomises the 
brand values we deliver across the extensive Craven Dunnill 
range of wall and floor tiles”.
The Chev Wood range was introduced into the marketplace 
by Craven Dunnill in November 2017, at a time when 
parquet flooring was making a resurgence and small format 
tiles were on-trend. The company had read the market 
perfectly. Characterised by stunning, high-definition digital 
printing of the wood-look, in three natural tones, authentic 
texture and a popular 540 x 110mm chevron shape; ever 
since, sales to the trade have been excellent and consumer 
demand remains buoyant.
www.cravendunnill.co.uk
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Sika Precision Generates Greater Freedom

3D concrete printing allows architects to realise the most challenging 
shapes. Sika’s technology creates totally new design flexibility. 3D concrete 
printing releases designers from the limitations of the right angle and 

previously inconceivable 
architecture becomes 
possible. Dynamic curves 
and futuristic interlinked 
structures can be printed 
directly and efficiently from 
digital plans. Homogeneous 
character 3D printing not 
only allows complex shapes 
to be realised economically, 
Sika technology allows 
the printing of completely 

homogeneous concrete. Adding pigments makes it possible to insert coloured 
concrete into buildings under construction. Even precise changes of colour 
are possible. The formwork-smooth surface finishes which characterise 
traditional concrete will also be achievable with 3D printing, allowing all types 
of subsequent processes to be undertaken.  www.sika.co.uk

The Show That’s Got Decorating Covered!

On November 27 and 28, the decorating trade will 
convene at Coventry’s Ricoh Arena for the 2018 
National Painting and Decorating Show. 
For professional decorators, contractors, 
merchants and stockists, this is the annual trade 
event that has the entire decorating sector 
covered. Paint and wallpaper, preparation tools and 

applicators, 
colour 
trends and time-saving techniques 
– show visitors will see the latest 
in product innovation as well as 
plenty of trusted best sellers. From 
Dulux, PlastiKote, tesa and Wagner 
to Brewers, Crown, 3M, Graco and 
Benjamin Moore, the 2018 show will 
again feature hundreds of products, 

brands and suppliers revealing the latest trends and textures making news 
across the decorating market. For FREE tickets, visit www.paintshow.co.uk

Ancon Honoured At Third Buckingham Palace Royal Reception

Ancon has been honoured at a Royal reception to celebrate its success in 
the 2018 Queen’s Awards for Enterprise – the third Queen’s Award for the 
company.  The champagne reception, held in the State Rooms of Buckingham 
Palace, was hosted by HRH The Prince of Wales, on behalf of HM The Queen. 
Other members of the Royal Family, including HRH The Duke of Kent, were in 
attendance, underlining the status of this prestigious industry award. 
Ancon’s Export Manager, Hervé Poveda, and Operations Director, Peter 
McDermott, represented Ancon at the event, along with representatives of its 
business partner, MagmaTech, joint winners with Ancon of the 2018 award. 
The 2018 Award will be officially presented to Ancon later in the year when the 
Lord Lieutenant of South Yorkshire, HM The Queen’s local representative, visits 
the company’s recently-extended production facility in Sheffield.
www.ancon.co.uk

Helifix has launched a BIM object library to support the industry’s transition 
to digital building modelling. Available to download from www.helifix.co.uk/
downloads/bim-objects or from the NBS National BIM Library at www.
nationalbimlibrary.com/Helifix, these Revit format BIM objects allow Helifix 
products to be easily incorporated into a 3D building model and its associated 
component database. 
Offered as part of the 
NBS portfolio, users can 
be confident each file 
has been quality-checked 
by the Helifix and NBS 
teams, catalogued in 
line with the National 
Building Specification 
and is designed to work 
seamlessly with the BIM 
specification tool NBS 
Create, as well as being compatible with COBie spreadsheets. 
Thanos Kiourtis, Structural Engineer at Helifix, said “Helifix is providing a 
comprehensive BIM Object library to cater for this new digital demand. Our 
BIM portfolio includes key products used in the field of masonry repair and 
reinforcement, suitable for a wide range of applications including heritage 
and listed structures. These BIM objects can be easily embedded within 
structural drawings to define repair schedules and to provide clients with an 
accurate ‘as-built’ model.”  
BIM Objects are available for: Masonry repair products, HeliBar,  SockFix, 
DryFix, CemTie, New-build wall ties, TimTie, TurboTie.  For more information, 
please contact Helifix on 020 8735 5200 or email sales@helifix.co.uk

Helifix BIM Object Library Launched

Easyfit All-In-One High Flow Kit

The easiest to fit water 
softeners in the UK, are now 
even easier to fit! The new 
Tapworks EasyFit all-in-one 
kit offers a clip on integrated 
bypass and push fit hoses to 
the already simple to install 
Tapworks water softener 
range that has been improving 
owners quality of life for many 
years. This new kit is unique 
and available only to Tapworks installers and its customers. The new bypass 
connector fits straight on to copper pipe and fits all ¾” valves on the Ultra 9 
Easyflow, AD11 Easyflow and Infinity Easyflow softeners in the range – ideal 
for any home and able to fit in many standard kitchen cupboards. For larger 
homes with 28mm plumbing, the Tapworks NSC4OUD1 offers a solution 
where this high flow softener is normally sited in a utility or boiler room. Its 
1” valve and high capacity means it can handle the most demanding homes. 
www.tapworks.co.uk  
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Hauraton Product Literature Update

Hauraton have updated their technical literature of the most popular 
Landscaping and Civils surface water drainage channel systems with separate 

full colour publications, including: 
Landscaping: RECYFIX® PRO, 
RECYFIX® PLUS, RECYFIX® 
SLOTTED,
Civils: RECYFIX® MONOTEC, 
RECYFIX® NC, FASERFIX® KS, 
FASERFIX® SUPER, RECYFIX® HI 
CAP
Architects, main contractors and 
ground-workers can request 
hard copies by telephone 01582 

501380, or download PDF versions via www.hauraton.co.uk . CAD installation 
drawings and BIM objects can also be downloaded from the website.
Hauraton supports specifiers and installers with project specific proposals, 
including expert specification and technical advice from the initial survey 
through to completion. For Case Studies featuring many Hauraton drainage 
products go to www.drainage-projects.co.uk   

New Managing Director For SIG UK Exteriors

SIG UK Exteriors, the UK’s leading 
construction materials supplier, 
is pleased to announce the 
appointment of Guy Bruce as its 
new Managing Director.
With over 20 years of leadership 
experience, Guy joined SIG in July 
2018 following eight years with 
leading global support services and 
Construction Company, Interserve 
plc. 
As a member of the Support 
Services Board, here Guy led the 
turnaround and growth of their 
industrial services business.  Guy has 
international experience across the service, retail and manufacturing 
sectors and was previously the COO Designate and Commercial Services 
Director at Homeserve and Commercial Director at the Caudwell Group.
“SIG UK Exteriors incorporating SIG Roofing is the market leading 
merchant of roofing products and services,” said Guy.  
“We are the market leading specialist supplier of roofing materials 
providing high quality products, supported by unrivalled technical 
support and a commitment to provide first class service. It’s an 
extremely exciting time for SIG, with ambitious plans to further develop 
our service and product offering. Building on our existing strength, 
we’ll expedite further product, service and targeted growth strategies 
to reinforce our market leading position supporting our customers in 
delivering innovative products at market leading prices underpinned by 
great service”. For further information, visit www.sigroofing.co.uk or 
follow @sigroofing on Twitter

Products Receive LABC Registered Detail Certification

Six of the A. Proctor Group products were certified by the Local Authority 
Building Control (LABC) in June 2018. Roofshield breather membrane, 
Procheck Adapt® variable-permeability VCL, and the range of Spacetherm® 
aerogel insulation laminates (Wallboard, Multi, Directfix and Wall Liner) were 

all accepted and added to LABC’s 
on-line database of Registered 
Details. 
LABC Registered Details is the 
only certification scheme of its 
kind that is recognised by all 
UK local building authorities. 
Products that go through 
the registration process and 
are accepted demonstrate 
compliance with building 
regulations and standards across 
England, Scotland and Wales.
According to the LABC, the 

benefits of Registration include providing confidence to the industry on the 
suitability and performance of construction materials, increasing exposure 
and marketability by featuring approved products in an on-line database 
and, most importantly, simplifying the building control process by making the 
route to acceptance easier, faster and cheaper.
Regional Sales Manager, Mark Lambourn, is optimistic about the effect LABC 
recognition will have, particularly for his customers in the domestic market. 
Lambourn believes the industry’s high-regard for the LABC, and the effect 
LABC certification will have on streamlining the building control process, are 
the two biggest benefits of LABC Registered Detail certification.    
www.proctorgroup.com

RCM Exhibiting At Industry Event For Second Time Running

After last years’ triumph, RCM are delighted to announce their plans to 
exhibit at this years’ Timber Expo again. The Timber Expo forms part of the 
Construction Week UK exhibition, held at the NEC, Birmingham on 9th -11th 
October 2018.  Last year RCM 
underwent a major rebranding 
exercise and introduced a newly 
designed exhibition stand as well 
as launching a brand new website 
in time for the event. This year, the 
stand will once again feature RCM’s 
complete facades and building 
boards range. The visually exciting 
display of Supertech Weatherboard 
will showcase again, featuring a 
full range of colours thereby giving visitors a good impression of the choices 
on offer. Further RCM will also be demonstrating 8 revolving modules of 
through-wall solutions and 2 special fire-rated through-wall solutions, all 
comprising a selection of portfolio materials. RCM are excited to welcome you 
to their stand: T230
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The NEW Lo-Seal Trap From CCL Wetrooms Granted Seal Of 
Approval By The BBA

CCL Wetrooms’ new Lo-Seal Trap has received a British Board of Agrément 
(BBA) certificate. Designed as the central element of the Linear Screed Drain 
and the Modular Wet-Floor System, the new Lo-Seal waterless trap at a 

cutting edge depth of only 45mm, 
has been developed specifically 
for use in wetroom construction 
projects with screed depths of 
below 70mm.  
Made from tough Acrylonitrile 
Butadiene Styrene, the trap has an 
improved design which contains 
a self-sealing mechanism, which 
locks into position, keeping the 

trap sealed when not in use.  The new slimline linear drain allows the waste 
position to be rotated hrough 360°, enablingeasy installation into any floor 
type. Thanks to its uniquely adjustable stainless steel grill, any size or depth 
of natural stone or porcelain tile can be accommodated into the Stone-Infill 
Grill.   www.ccl-wetrooms.co.uk
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A WORLD OF SIGNS TO  
TAKE YOUR BREATH AWAY

Signbox signs change everything. They’re transforming 

buildings from functional structures into unforgettable 

landmarks, turning settings into eye-catching scenic 

masterpieces and bringing spaces to life like no other.

For over 30 years, Signbox has remained the first name in 

aspirational signage solutions that push the boundaries of 

innovation and challenge convention. It’s all thanks to our  

great British design and engineering brilliance – and an  

intrinsic desire to look at signage differently. 

It’s a philosophy that works. Our award-winning signage 

strategies are borne from a freethinking creative energy and 

technical mastery of revolutionary materials and processes  

and they’re hard at work for brands and clients around the  

world for everyone to see.

Everyone has a story.

Signbox helps brands find the best way to tell it.
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Tuff 
Waterproofing 
Launches 
New Product 
Guide

Tuff Waterproofing, one of the UK’s leading suppliers of 
heavy-duty GRP waterproof flat roofing, has launched a 
customer information guide combining valuable technical 
advice with comprehensive details on its widest-ever 
range of products.

The guide provides information on the company’s 
acclaimed TuffStuff GRP roofing and Tuff Tech Pro VP/UV, 
a new polyurethane-based system which is ideal for the 
commercial market. Also featured are a range of resins, 
catalysts, reinforcing materials, roof trims, application 
tools and decking boards alongside performance data, 
a materials calculator and full usage and installation 
guidance for a wide range of roof substrates.

Greg Gimenez, Managing Director of Tuff Waterproofing, 
said: “The experts at Tuff Waterproofing have been 
continuously evolving roofing solutions for over 30 years 
- our 2018 range is our most extensive as well as our 
most advanced. Our customers know that we are always 
available to provide industry-leading support when they 
need it most and our new guide is a useful technical 
resource to help them complete high quality roofing 
applications with maximum speed and efficiency. We are 
also able to provide installation training on request.”

Supplied with a 25 year Product Warranty, Tuff 
Waterproofing’s advanced TuffStuff formula uses 
the latest liquid polyester resins, glass fibre mat 
reinforcement and flexible edge trims to create a fully 
integrated 100% waterproof seamless finish which is 
ideal for new OSB timber boards and overlay systems. 

All components are designed to work with each other 
to produce a robust, heavy-duty membrane with no 
seams or joints which are prone to leakage in other roof 
systems. It can accommodate applications of almost any 
size or complexity, including sloping roofs, green roofs, 
balconies, pools and water tanks.

Tuff Tech Pro VP/UV’s polyurethane-based formula is 
also a completely seamless waterproof encapsulating 
membrane which is suitable for new or existing flat 
roofs, walkways, balconies and gutters. Its fast-curing 
formulation is quick and easy to apply, significantly 
reducing time and labour on site. The product is non-
hazardous and can be applied in damp atmosphere.

To request a copy of the new guide, call Tuff 
Waterproofing on 01977 680250 or visit tuffstuff.co.uk
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Torfloor RdB Chosen To Heat Renovated 1820’S House

A recent renovation project carried out on an early 19th century town 
house in London’s fashionable Holland Park area, has made use of the 
innovative new TorFloor RdB system, manufactured by underfloor heating 
specialist, OMNIE. The specification was the result of the project team’s 
desire to reduce sound transmission between the different levels of the 
building, while taking advantage of the excellent heat delivery and other 
physical performance characteristics for which TorFloor has become 
renowned over the years.  In common with the standard system, the RdB 
version is an ideal means of deriving optimum performance from heat 
pumps or, as in this case, a high performance gas boiler. TorFloor RdB is a 
dry install where the panel doubles as the structural decking. 

The latest intervention has seen the fabric of the building renovated and 
the accommodation updated to create a kitchen, utility and plant room, 
as well as a gymnasium on the lower ground floor, while a dining room, bar and library are at ground level.  The first floor features a family 
bathroom and two bedrooms – one en-suite – while the top floor is given over to a master bedroom suite: with dressing room and luxury 
bathroom.  Throughout the living rooms, bedrooms, bathrooms and landing areas, the heat from the 65 kW Worcester Bosch condensing boiler 
is delivered via OMNIE UFH systems, though on the lower ground floor use was made of the manufacturer’s Staple system: set in a screeded 
finish. 

While the lower ground floor Staple system consumed some 630 metres of 16mm diameter pipe at 150mm centres, the TorFloor RdB panels 
spanning the joists on the three floors above consumed a further 1,680 metres of 12mm diameter pipe, generating room temperatures from 
19-220 Centigrade. To connect the  zones and room layouts, OMNIE also supplied a series of four manifolds with six, eight, nine and 11 ports.  
The make-up of the TorFloor RdB panel differs from its standard counterpart in having two additional layers on the underside with an extra 
layer of chipboard separated from the upper panel, featuring its multi-directional pipe channels, by sound damping strips.  www.omnie.co.uk 

Kestrel Mechanical On Site For Care Home With Rinnai 
New Hot Water Delivery Systems
Kestrel Mechanical Services of Sevenoaks, Kent, has recently completed a 
complete refit of hot water heating systems at a well-known care home in the 
South East of England. 

Kestrel has installed two Rinnai HDC 1500i on Natural Gas and included the unique 
scale inhibitor protection system. Previously the hot water systems delivery was 
provided by a whole set of satellite domestic boilers dotted all over the site. 

The building is a stunning villa which is a converted private residence that's 
been modernised to the highest standards of comfort and practicality. It offers a 
delightful 50-room residential and nursing home set in three-and-a-half acres of 
beautiful gardens near the north Kent coast. 

The home is made 
up of two separate 
buildings that provide 
very specialist care. 
Both have the benefit 
of access to the 
glorious landscaped 
gardens – complete 
with conservatory and 
patio area. The care 
home aims to provide 
as comprehensive a range of care as possible, so can offer 24-hour convalescent, 
respite, palliative and frail elderly nursing care.  

Regular and stimulating activities are the key for social interaction and general 
well-being, and that's why there is a packed schedule of fun activities to do.  A 
reliable hot water heating delivery system was needed to replace the tangle of 
boiler units spread over the site.

For Kestrel Julian Ringrose said, “Our brief was to make the hot water delivery 
system work at an optimal level of efficiency. We chose the Rinnai 1500i units 
for a whole variety of reasons - reliable & continuous flow of useable hot water, 
safe temperature water distribution at all tap and shower points, overall energy 
efficiency and ease of installation plus minimal ongoing maintenance costs. Hot 
water is vital to the wellbeing of all residents, so we needed to get it right with 
the right product and Rinnai was the right choice.” Water temperature is pre-set 
through easy-to-use built in digital controls, eliminating the risk of scalding and 
potentially eradicating the need for thermostatic mixing valves. Water can be 

used simultaneously at several points of delivery with no loss of heat. The Rinnai 
HDC 1500i range is designed for use directly off the mains, with no need for large, 
ungainly and energy inefficient storage vessels -and is capable of delivering in 
excess of 780 litres per hour at 65 degrees Celsius, therefore ensuring water 
temperatures ideal for preventing legionella proliferation. 

Eco-labelling of products offers transparency to specifiers and end users in 
a clear and simple guide when sourcing the most energy efficient hot water 
heating units. And so, the fact that Rinnai maintains ‘A’ rated Eco-labels on all 
its units speaks volumes for the company’s manufacturing process and stance 
on supplying only the highest efficiency units to the UK market. Rinnai products 
also meet and exceed the requirements of the Building Regulations Part L (fuel 
and power) and with these bespoke system arrangements they can offer G3 and 
ACOP L8 best practice too. 

Any possibility of Legionella breeding is minimised as Rinnai units have no storage 
and can be cited close to the outlet and therefore limiting the environment for 
bacteria production. The Rinnai Infinity series HDC1500i/e Low NOx is capable of 
delivering in excess of 2000 litres per hour. It has efficiencies of up to 107% and 
can realistically claim to be one of the most efficient hot water heating units of its 
kind available in UK. The HDC1500i/e Low NOx is an on-demand style hot water 
heating unit – suitable for natural gas or LPG - and it has NO storage cylinder. 
This means that there is no needless waste of energy from constantly reheating a 
stored body of water for when there is demand.  Energy is only used on a Rinnai 
unit when there is demand – simple as that.

There is a big potential of annualised fuel saving costs with a HDC1500i low NoX 
unit - these costs can be minimised next to any comparable type of storage 
water heater, such as gas direct fired storage water heater or indirect cylinder 
system connected to the heating boiler. Contact Rinnai for professional CPDS and 
studies on this topic.

Rinnai Infinity HDC1500i Low NOx can boost a modulation range of  59.5kW 
to 2.8kW, and operate at a flow rate of as low as 1.5l/min. Thanks to this high 
modulation range, the Rinnai units ensure that the optimum amount of energy 
is used to heat the water, minimising waste and maximising system efficiencies.  
The HDC1500i low NoX is lightweight and easy to handle at just 31 kg.    
www.rinnaiuk.com

Aico Launches First Combined Heat & Co Alarm

Aico has launched its first combined Heat & Carbon Monoxide (CO) Alarm. The new Ei3028 from Aico, the UK’s market 
leader in domestic mains powered Fire and Carbon Monoxide detection, is the company’s first ever mains powered 
Multi-Sensor Heat & CO Alarm.  Unique to the new 3000 Series, it is a convenient, cost-effective, efficient solution to 
protecting residents from both Fire and CO in the kitchen and garage.  
The kitchen is the most dangerous room in a home.  Cooking appliances are the main cause of accidental dwelling fires 
and non-fatal casualties.  They, along with other appliances often found in a kitchen such as boilers, also pose a danger 
in the form of CO - a potentially lethal gas that you can’t see, smell or taste.  Combining Heat and CO detection in one 
alarm is therefore a sensible approach, welcomed by landlords, contractors and residents alike.
The Ei3028 Heat & CO Alarm contains Aico’s proven electrochemical CO sensor and its tried and tested thermistor heat 
sensor which reacts to temperatures of 58ºC or over (and not to smoke, so it won’t alarm at cooking vapours).  To 
distinguish between the two events – fire or CO – the alarm has a different sound for each, plus there are clear flashing 
fire and CO indicators on the unit itself.  It comes with sophisticated AudioLINK data extraction and SmartLINK whole 
system remote data monitoring capability.   www.aico.co.uk

#JointheEcolution Turning Every Home, Office And Business Into A Virtual 
Power Station 

Plans to turn every home, office and business into virtual power stations were announced today 
by Ecolution Group, Britain’s fastest-growing supplier of renewable, energy solutions. The launch, 
supported by an invitation to everyone in the UK and Ireland to #JointheEcolution, will be part 
of a massive green energy initiative that will link together photovoltaic panels, smart energy 
storage units and EV (electric vehicle) charging points. It will give every home, office and business 
the opportunity to store, share and sell green energy, totally transforming the way we generate 
electricity and the way we use it in our houses, in our companies and on the road. Ecolution, 
supplier and installer of photovoltaic panels and EV charging points, has partnered with HYCUBE, 

the German manufacturer of smart energy storage units, to produce virtual power station solutions that can be adapted to fit the needs of every type of building. 
The Ecolution/HyCube system gives the building owner total flexibility. The sun supplies the green energy which charges up the storage unit with FREE electricity. 
This ingenious technology is encased within a smart, modular design, enabling this game-changing energy provider to become part of the furniture. When the 
unit is fully charged any additional power can be sold on to the national grid or shared with other Ecolution/HyCube users. Thousands of similar systems have 
already been successfully installed across Europe.   www.ecolutiongroup.com 
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Circoflopro – Bespoke Kits To Suit 
Any Size UFH Installation

CircofloPro has responded to changing demand from the plumbing and 
professional heating installer market by refining its trade offering – including the 
launch of a new website www.circoflopro.co.uk – making it simpler and more cost 
effective to purchase underfloor heating kits to suit individual projects.  

The bespoke new service is set to revolutionise a sector where professionals have 
had to purchase standard size kits covering specific floor areas, frequently leading 
to waste and unnecessary cost increases for end users. By contrast, CircofloPro 
presents a more flexible approach to sizing, while also responding to various 
technical requirements through the use of very high quality systems developed by 
UFH specialist, Timoleon. 

The Staple system is quick to fix in place and is intended to be covered by 
a conventional screed as is Cliprail, considered ideal for retrofit work. Then 
CircoBoard is fabricated from hardboard and polystyrene insulation for fitting 
between first floor joists. FloFloor is a floating floor option, while LowDeck can be selected to maximise available headroom. The final systems, 
TileDeck, has been developed in conjunction with a leading industry supplier to accept ceramic tile finishes. Board dimensions are 800 x 330mm. 

Aside from being well engineered and based on the manufacturer’s widely used core range, the CircofloPro systems also share a single 12mm 
pipe diameter.  This not only helps reduce the overall installation depth, which can be crucial in retrofit situations, but also offers enhanced 
benefits in terms of thermal performance. Whereas most rival UFH systems rely on a pipe spacing of 200mm, CircofloPro cuts this to just 133mm: 
with the flexibility of the 12mm pipe facilitating rapid installation of tighter curves, while potentially increasing output by 35% for the same flow 
temperature. 

In addition, CircofloPro kits will typically make use of multiple, smaller manifolds, avoiding the congestion of pipework associated with connecting 
long runs back to a single point. The kits also include the wiring centre, mixing unit, and a programmable LCD screen thermostat for setting 
temperatures over a seven day period.  www.circoflopro.co.uk 

LG Adds Therma V Monobloc Heat Pump TO R32 Range

LG Electronics has added its latest Therma V air-to-water heat pump to its 
popular range, operating on the low GWP R32 refrigerant and available in 
5kW to 16kW 1Ø and 12kW 
to 16kW 3Ø, in a wide 
operating range of between 
10-135Hz and water 
temperatures up to 65°C 
without an electric heater. It 
comes with an energy label 
rating of A+++.
The new version of the 
Therma V Monobloc contains 
a plate heat exchanger, 
expansion tank and a 
Grundfos water pump. 
The new unit has a higher 
capacity due to the choice 
of refrigerant along with a 
lower GWP, when compared 
to R410a. The electric heater can be installed as an optional accessory as this 
is not always required.
The latest unit has a 5 to 6dB lower sound power level than previous models 
and incorporates a number of additional new features including a new 
type scroll compressor, designed and manufactured by LG Electronics with 
‘wet vapour’ injection. The unit has excellent performance at low ambient 
temperatures – 100% at -7°C. The new Monobloc units incorporate a new 
Scroll Type Compressor with a seasonal efficiency improvement of 7% over 
the previous rotary compressor. To find out more about LG’s new Therma V 
R32 AWHP, visit partner.lge.com/uk

Time Saving 
Help For 
Heating 
System 
Repairs And 
Upgrades - 
From Flamco

Direct labour teams and external suppliers to social 
housing providers welcome assistance from heating 
component manufacturers that saves them time, cost and 
reduces inconvenience to the homeowners. So they will 
be welcoming of the latest options from Flamco, designed 
firstly to help when they are adding radiators or extending 
a system and need to do so without draining down the 
complete heating system and secondly, when they have 
to carry out work to help get heating systems back up 
and running quickly when the expansion vessel in a combi 
boiler fails.

Flamco has introduced the latest version of its successful 
T-plus for installing branches to existing heating and 
potable water systems. The unit comes with its own trigger 
mechanism that once activated sees the cutting plunger 
cut a part of the pipe out, forming a perfect T piece 
without needing to drain the system, interrupt use of the 
system or needing to re-dose the system with inhibitor.

Installers today are constantly on the lookout for ways of 
saving time and saving money for themselves and their 
customers, so the idea of being able to form a branch in 
pipework in an existing installation, without having to drain 
a system down, without adding complexity to the job and 
in the process, being able to save waste - is clearly an 
attractive one.  The T-plus series of products from Flamco, 
one of the leading plumbing and heating sector suppliers, 
is a tailor-made solution for installers in the UK and Ireland.

The T-plus consists of two scales that you clamp easily 
around the pipe. With the removal of a firing pin you 
activate a primer that starts a cutting plunger movement. 
The cutting plunger cuts a part of the pipe wall that 
remains as a whole, in a fully sealed chamber. No drill 
chippings, no safety risk and no waiting times. And 
available in a range of sizes to fit almost any pipe diameter 
and ideal even in ‘difficult to get to’ parts of a piping 
system.

T-plus is seen by many as a better option than draining and 
assembling a traditional T connector, better than freezing 

parts of the pipe either side of the new branch and negates 
the risks associated with drilling the pipe which will involve 
welding and risking getting drilling metal particles in the 
circulating water, which can cause damage to moving parts 
elsewhere in the system.

The Flamco T-Plus Brass is suitable for thin-walled steel 
pipes, stainless steel pipes and copper pipes with a 
diameter between 14 mm and 42 mm. The 42 mm version 
is not suitable for use with stainless steel piping. Flamco 
T-Plus is not suitable for use in areas containing flammable 
materials.

The T-plus is also part of the Combi Repair Kit, now 
available from Flamco. Replacement expansion vessels in 
combis can be expensive and you need to have the right 
unit for the combi boiler in question. Few contractors 
vans can carry all the replacement parts required to get all 
heating systems up and running quickly. But social housing 
tenants have an expectation that repairs, particularly to 
heating systems in homes where there are children or 
elderly people, will be almost immediate, so waiting for a 
week for the right part to arrive isn’t an option.

What is often an option is to mount a new expansion 
vessel on the wall close to the boiler and connect a filling 
loop from the vessel to the boiler utilising a Flamco T-plus 
to add a branch to the existing pipework. Using this 
alternative, you only need to carry one size of expansion 
vessel, and a supply of T-plus units and the combi can 
be back up and running in half an hour, something the 
tenant will value as rapid response and minimum down 
time of the heating system. It’s not the ideal solution for 
all installations, but where the boiler is in a utility room or 
perhaps in a garage its ideal. Even where it’s in a cupboard 
or airing cupboard, the new expansion vessel can be 
installed out of harms way very quickly and simply.

For more information relating to T-plus and to the Combi 
Repair Kit from Flamco, head for www.flamcogroup.com/
uk-en or go to You Tube - at www.youtube.com/user/
flamcogroup.

Wilo Helps Major Domestic Renovation Project

Wilo has provided a number of products to help ensure that a major new 
renovation project delivers the heating and hot water that a sizeable 
Rutland-based farm house conversion requires. The main building is 
impressive in itself, but it is connected to a connecting cottage, with 
different areas of the property having very different requirements of a 
heating system.
The design included a large twin coiled domestic hot water cylinder with 
a secondary return to every water outlet in the property. Contractor 

Heatspec specified a 
Wilo pressurisation 
unit to maintain 
system pressure 
at around 1.5 bar 
making venting the 
radiator circuits 
much easier for the 
customer.
The Wilo products 
provided, all 
contribute to the 
reliability and easy 

maintainability of what is a complex heating and hot water system with a 
significant demand for hot water at times. 
There is a Wilo Boost pump on the system which when called upon to 
work, will easily deliver enough hot water to the multiple bathrooms, even 
if all required at the same time.  There’s a Wilo domestic hot water return 
pump. There’s one of Wilo’s popular Wilo Yonos-PICOs helping load the 
cylinder, three Yonos PICOs running mixed heating circuits, and a Wilo 
pressurisation unit making sure the hot water heads off to the far reaches 
of the property when required. www.wilo.co.uk 
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CUPA PIZARRAS’ 
CUPACLAD® 
Gets BBA 
Certification

CUPA PIZARRAS’ CUPACLAD® 101 and 201 slate 
cladding systems are now BBA Certified - an industry 
recognised symbol of quality, safety and reliability. 

For use over external masonry, concrete, timber and 
steel frame walls, CUPACLAD® rainscreen cladding is 
made from highly durable tectonic slate to create a 
completely sustainable alternative to other cladding 
systems that is lightweight and easy to install. 101 
series CUPACLAD® uses a totally invisible fixing 
system and is available in three designs, while 201 
series has a visible fixing system. 

The 101 and 201 systems were independently 
assessed across a number of key factors including 
strength and stability, behaviour in relation to fire, air 
and water penetration and durability. The certificate 
verifies that in normal UK exposure conditions, the 
systems will have a service life in excess of 35 years.

Julian Gomez, Director of Marketing at CUPA 
PIZARRAS commented, CUPACLAD® opens up a 
world of options for designing with natural slate. It 
is a competitive, totally sustainable alternative for 
cladding any type of façade and can be adapted to 
any architectural design. 

“With the BBA certification for CUPACLAD® 101 and 
201, specifiers can also be assured of the systems’ 
long term performance too.”

For more information on CUPACLAD® and CUPA 
PIZARRAS’ natural slate roofing and cladding, please 
visit www.cupapizarras.com/uk.

Hauraton 
Service 
Channels 
Keep Cables 
Safe But 
Accessible

Hauraton Limited, well known for their surface water 
drainage products, also offer three ranges of Service 
Channel suitable for use as sub-surface cable ducting for 
both indoor or outdoor locations including; sports venues, 
major stadiums, exhibition halls, factories, warehousing and 
container depots. The channels provide safe yet accessible 
installation of electrical and data cables.

Two ranges are based on the company’s one metre long 
fibre reinforced concrete channels, FASERFIX® SUPER and 
KS. The SUPER models incorporate a 40mm deep galvanised 
angled housings on their top edges allowing Class E600 
ductile iron covers to be fitted. The KS models have a 20mm 
deep galvanised angled housing and are available for Class 
C250 or where necessary E600.

The third range is based on Hauraton’s RECYFIX® PRO 
channel made from 100% recycled polypropylene. These 
have a 20mm galvanised housing allowing Class C250 
covers to be fitted. Weighing less than 25kg the PRO 
channels are suitable where easy handling is desirable.

With SUPER and KS models, the ductile iron covers are 
securely located into the housings by the company’s 
SIDELOCK fixing system. To access the cables, covers are 
easily removed using a large screwdriver at the appropriate 
leverage points. In practice, the SIDELOCK system has 
proved to be 90% quicker than any other fixing method 
available. Where necessary, covers can be bolted down. 
PRO models have bolt down covers as standard.

The popular nominal widths offered with Hauraton 
Service Channels are 200mm and 300mm. These models 
incorporate a perforated steel galvanised cable tray that is 
suspended within the channel keeping the cables clear of 
any water that may access the channel. The water can then 
be safely drained away. 

Tim Connolly Managing Director at Hauraton explains, “Our 
company have gained invaluable expertise supplying Service 
Channels in to numerous buildings and venues including 
prestigious stadiums in many parts of the world. Architects, 
main contractors and ground-workers can request a hard 
copy of our new brochure illustrating the full range of 
channels by telephoning 01582 501380.

A PDF version is also available via www.hauraton.co.uk
For Case Studies featuring many Hauraton drainage 
products go to www.drainage-projects.co.uk   
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Cembrit 
Glendyne 
Natural 
Slate Puts 
A Devonian 
Roof On A 
Jurassic 
Collection!

Cembrit Glendyne natural slate brings the home of fossils 
to life, by adding distinctive style, character, and impressive 
performance to The Etches Collection museum roof in 
Kimmeridge.

The Etches Collection lies in the beautiful village of 
Kimmeridge, an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty along 
the Dorset coastline. Listed as one of the twelve new 
museums to visit in 2016, it houses the collection of Steve 
Etches MBE, who collected and researched over 2,000 late 
Jurassic Kimmeridgian fossils over 30 years. The museum 
uses a blend of modern and traditional materials which gives 
the property a timeless appeal, whilst also complementing 
the natural beauty of its surroundings.

Funded by the Heritage Lottery Fund, charitable trusts, and 
the local community, the building was designed to fulfil a 
number of sustainable criteria. London-based architect, 
Kennedy O'Callaghan Architects presented the planners 

and Kimmeridge Trust with roofing 
samples to review, which resulted 
in Cembrit Glendyne slates being 
specified. 

Janie Price from Kennedy 
O’Callaghan Architects comments 
“Glendyne slates, together with 
Haysom Purbeck Stone, have 
successfully blended the museum 
into the surrounding traditional 
cottages. The slates allow the design 
to fit the traditional vernacular whilst 
its detailing is contemporary.”

 Glendyne is a high-quality slate that combines first-class 
performance with surprisingly attractive value for money. 
This is largely a result of the high yields achieved at the 
quarry. The combination of relatively easy to extract material 
and one of the most modern slate processing and quality 
control creates a product that offers high quality with a low 
production cost.

The quarry operates a quality management system based 
on EN ISO 9001 which is externally audited. This standard is 
adhered to rigidly, as are all the quality standard procedures 
required by each regional market the quarry supplies. 
The result is Glendyne is possibly the most independently 
accredited natural slate. Available exclusively from Cembrit in 
the UK, Glendyne is a distinctive blue-grey colour. 

Glendyne slates are tested to BS EN European standard, BS 
EN 12326-1:2014 which requires many of the laboratory 
tests (‘type testing’) to be performed at least annually and 
the factory production control (FPC) performed and recorded 
as a matter of routine by the producer.

For further information visit www.cembrit.co.uk , email 
sales@cembrit.co.uk or tel: 020 3372 2300
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Clean Modern Lines And Protected Walls Achieved With Yeoman Shield

Macmillan Academy, eager 
to promote sustainability and 
design throughout the interior 
fabric of their academy have 
used Yeoman Shield wall 
protection products to help 
achieve their goal. Based in 
Middlesbrough, Macmillan 
academy have spread their 
facilities across various site 
buildings that were built 
between the 1940s to 2011, to 
accommodate the students.
Wanting to provide an 

aesthetic modern synergy between older parts of the academy and the new, along with 
reducing repair and redecoration requirements, Yeoman Shield wall protection products 
were fitted along the corridors of the Drama and Maths departments. 2.0mm thick wall 
protection panels in Yeoman Shield’s FalmouthEx finish were installed on corridor walls 
at 1250mm high in Dusty Grey. Alternate 
panels were placed at 2500mm high 
in mid grey offering a decorative yet 
functional scheme that is modern, clean 
and attractive.  Corners vulnerable to 
damage were protected with Yeoman 
Shield 75 x 75mm corner protection 
angles in contrasting Graphite Grey colour. 
On the ramp areas of the hallways there 
is the addition of Yeoman Shield’s 50mm 
dia. PVCu handrail in Mid Grey mounted 
on cream PVCu under slung brackets.   
www.yeomanshield.com

Magply Boards Front Sip Solution For Student 
Accommodation On The South Coast

A high rise development in Bournemouth for Fresh Student Living is making full use of the 
technical benefits to an innovative BBA approved structural walling system, which features 9mm 
Magply boards for both the inner and outer faces to the insulated panels’ design.  Oxford Point 
is close to both the city centre and Bournemouth University’s Talbot Campus, with its 16 storey 
structure containing studio apartments as well as en-suite study bedrooms in ‘cluster flats’. 
It has been built by main contractor, the Watkins Jones Group, with MIB Façades being the 
specialist sub-contractor erecting its own SIPs system. 
While many such composite walling solutions use OSB or particleboards to sandwich a foam 
insulation core, the MIB MetSIP is much more robustly engineered, with 75 mm deep cold-
formed steel Sigma studs – plus a 45mm treated timber packer - at 600mm centres. 9mm thick 
Magply modified MgO boards form the inner and outer skins to the 136mm thick panels, whose 
excellent U-value is provided by a CO2 blown polyurethane insulation. 
Aside from its speed of erection, two of the reasons that the MIB MetSIP system wins 
specifications for applications, such as the 16 storey Oxford Point tower, is the outstanding 
weather performance and fire resistance offered by the Magply sheathing. 
Unlike timber based boards, Magply is largely unaffected by prolonged exposure to rain, while 
under independent testing, the material was shown to achieve 90 minutes fire resistance with 
minimal smoke generation.  This means during the critical erection phase, before fire-stopping 
breaks and other permanent protection can be installed, the structure is far less vulnerable to 
arson or an accidental blaze.   
Tests conducted by an independent laboratory as part of the MIB MetSIP system’s BRE 135 certification showed that the panel suffered no 
discernible damage after 60 minutes exposure to fire. Also, due to the sheer scale of Oxford Court, the SIP structure stood up to six months 
exposure without suffering from the winter weather or marine climate, before being completely enclosed by the exterior cladding.  Magply 
features an MgO formulation to offer a fire-safe and environmentally friendly alternative to conventional plywood or OSB products.  
www.intpetro.com    www.blackmountaininsulation.com     www.magply.co.uk

Expansion Into Advanced Composites Brings 
Third Queen’s Award For Ancon

Structural fixings 
manufacturer, Ancon, 
has won a 2018 Queen’s 
Award for Enterprise in the 
Innovation category, for the 
successful introduction and 
on-going development of 

its advanced composite, low thermal conductivity, Teplo wall tie 
range. 
Teplo wall ties are manufactured from continuous basalt fibres 
set in a resin matrix; a fibre-reinforced polymer that is 70 times 
more thermally efficient than 
steel. When used to join the 
two leaves of a cavity wall, this 
material virtually eliminates 
cold bridging across the 
insulated cavity. Launched 
by Ancon in 2010 as part its 
market leading wall tie range, 
Teplo has  helped future-proof 
traditional masonry cavity wall 
construction techniques, by minimising insulation thickness and 
wall footprint. 
Whilst Ancon’s first Queen’s Award for Innovation in 2012 
recognised the company’s in-house development of a unique 
lockable concrete-connecting steel component, this second 
Innovation award has been won jointly with its external strategic 
partner in this advanced composite development, MagmaTech.   
www.ancon.co.uk

Raw 
Beauty 
From 
Osmo…

Osmo UK, the eco-friendly wood and finishes experts, offers 
Polyx-Oil Tints Raw, a lightly tinted protective finish that 
provides an original, untreated appearance for wooden floors.  
Desired by many homeowners, this finish not only creates a 
sought-after look, but also protects the wood’s surface.

Based on the original Polyx-Oil product, it retains the natural 
beauty and character of the wood in a perfect way.   Easy 
to use and apply, Polyx-Oil Tints Raw is the ideal product for 
customers who wish to retain the wood’s original look.  By 
accentuating the natural colour and grain of the wood, the 
surface appears as near to natural as possible.  The floor 
remains microporous and can be touched up to cover any 
abrasions without a problem.  Simply apply two coats of Polyx-
Oil Tints Raw and your new, improved and unique flooring is 
ready to show off.  If any abrasions appear, the finish is easy to 
touch up any leaves no visible marks. 

Finishing your floors with Polyx-Oil creates a durable and water 
and dirt resistant surface.  The natural renewable ingredients in 
this product guarantee an even colour spreading and an overall 
pleasing finish.  

Key advantages - 
•	 Nearly invisible appearance, no 'permanent wet effect'
•	 Light coloured wood stays light coloured
•	 Extremely durable and hardwearing
•	 Very water and dirt resistant
•	 Resistant to common liquid spillages such as water, juice, 

tea, cola and wine

•	 Saliva-resistant and sweatproof, suitable for children's toys
•	 Microporous, breathable finish which does not crack, peel 

or flake
•	 No sanding necessary for spot repairs or future 

applications

Osmo is renowned for its wood treatments that combine 
product performance and natural, environmentally friendly 
ingredients.  The company operates a policy of supplying 
only products that are eco-friendly during production as well 
as in application. Polyx®-Oil is no exception, as it meets the 
requirements of both EN 71.3 and DIN 53160, by being safe 
for humans, animals and even on children’s toys. Polyx®-Oil’s 
reduced solvent content mean that it is much healthier for 
those suffering from asthma and other breathing problems, 
compared to other oil or wax finishes. Polyx®-Oil is made up of 
purified, natural plant oils and waxes and contains no biocides 
or preservatives; it is this organic base that makes Polyx®-Oil 
such a premium product.

Founded in 1990, Osmo UK has gone from strength to strength 
and today exclusively handles the sales, service, support and 
distribution of Osmo’s premium quality wood finishes and 
flooring solutions to the UK’s flooring retailer, contractor and 
contract flooring markets. 

For stockist details and more information on Osmo and its 
range of environmentally friendly wooden products and 
specialist finishes, call Osmo UK direct on 01296 481220 or 
alternatively visit www.osmouk.com.  
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CaberShieldPlus, Flooring That Keeps You Building Even With 
The Roof Off

CaberShieldPlus is the ideal flooring solution when building in Britain’s 
unpredictable climate. Based on Norbord’s popular moisture-resistant 
CaberFloor P5 tongue-and-groove particleboard flooring panel, 
CaberShieldPlus is specially 
designed to withstand exposure 
to wet conditions.
Yet, unlike Norbord’s other 
protected flooring product 
CaberDek, which features a 
peelable film on the top surface, 
CaberShieldPlus has protection on 
both sides, not just the exposed 
upper surface. The top surface 
features a permanent non-slip 
coating that not only prevents 
damage to the board but also 
ensures a safe working platform. 
The underside is protected with 
the smooth coating that not only 
protects against damage but also 
makes the board easy to slide into 
position. For added durability, the 
coating applied CaberShieldPlus is 
not designed to be peeled off after completion but is bonded permanently on 
both sides of the panel and waterproof.
With CaberShieldPlus, fast-track build programmes won’t be derailed by rain, 
sleet or snow. BBA-approved for up to 42 days’ continuous exposure to the 
elements when used with CaberFix D4 adhesive, the new board lets builders 
carry on building even with the roof off.  www.norbord.co.uk

Flowcrete UK Introduces Enhanced Screeds and 
New Concrete Solutions

Flowcrete UK has been sharing its expertise with contractors around the 
country on a number of new screed solutions and construction chemical 
innovations.  The resin flooring specialists held three dedicated training 
days to inform the nation’s flooring applicators about recent enhancements 
that have been made to its high-performance screed systems as well as to 
introduce several new concrete repair and enhancement solutions. In addition 
to a screeds masterclass, the event attendees were also shown a number 
of concrete repair systems that have only recently become available to the 
UK market! During the training event, Flowcrete UK’s expert team showed 
the attendees how these systems are mixed and applied. This was a great 
opportunity for the contractors to get hands on with the new products and 
find out for themselves exactly how they work, what the benefits are and 
when they would be applied.   www.flowcrete.co.uk 

Bona Titan 
– A New 
Generation 
Of Powerful 
Adhesives

Bona, the wood floor experts, has launched Bona Titan, a 
new supreme performance, silane- based adhesive for high 
value projects, very wide or oversized solid wood boards - 
or any installation where the quality of the bond has to be 
guaranteed. 

Bona Titan contains Titanium Technology - a revolutionary 
new formula comprising quadruple crosslinking that 
delivers superior durability and an unbeatable initial bond 
speed - even under challenging subfloor conditions. 

Bona Titan can be specified with confidence to bond all 
types of wood flooring. Its superb shear strength makes 
installation easy and keeps even the largest, solid boards 
securely in place. If the subfloor is sound and dry, no 
primer is required. The hard, silane-based formula contains 
no ingredients that can migrate after curing, which 
eliminates all risk of discolouration at the joints. 

The smooth, thick consistency makes it easy to use and 
produces stable ribs, an extremely high initial grab and 
zero risk of hollow spots.  The bond strength of Bona Titan 
will not diminish over time so the stability of the floor is 
guaranteed for the long term.

Bona Titan meets ISO 17178 standards and, in line with 
Bona’s environmental strategy, is a safe, clean formulation 
which also carries EC1-R Plus, DIBt, Greenguard and A+ 
low emission certifications.

Bona Titan is compatible with underfloor heating and can 
be used directly on metal or tiles. Floors bonded with Bona 
Titan can be sanded after just 12 hours.
www.bona.com

Howe Green Bespoke Access Covers Fit For The 
Challenge At Underground Station

Howe Green Ltd, the UK’s leading manufacturer of fabricated metal floor, wall and ceiling access 
covers, has supplied over 850 specially designed and manufactured floor access covers for an 
underground station.
An access solution was required in order to provide safe, secure and easy access to building services 
concealed beneath the floor within an elevated concourse building.  The Howe Green bespoke duct 

covers were designed 
based on the 7500 Series 
Medium-Duty Floor Access 
Covers.  With a 69mm 
depth the access covers 
were manufactured with an 
extra thick baseplate and 
reinforcements to meet 
the demands of what will be a highly trafficked area.  The access covers were installed 
by the award winning DMC Contracts Ltd and were infilled with two different types of 
flooring dependent upon their location. The main duct run in the station concourse 
uses Conservation Smooth pavings from Marshalls.  The access covers in the other 
areas of the station are infilled with Granazzo.
The 7500 Series is available as a single cover, duct run or as a multipart unit. A range 
of standard sizes can be delivered from stock. The covers can be supplied double-
sealed to meet the highest standards of hygiene and security and fire rating options 
are available. The 7500 Series can withstand up to a 5 tonne pneumatic wheel loading 
and is resistant to rust and corrosion.   If you have a requirement for an access 
solution that can rise to the challenge of a highly demanding environment please call 
01920 463230 or visit www.bilcouk.co.uk.
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McAvoy 
Builds New 
420-Place 
Arts Primary 
School 
Offsite 

The McAvoy Group, one of the UK’s leading offsite 
specialists, has delivered a new two-form entry primary 
school built offsite for Ramsgate Arts Primary School. The 
building provides state-of-the-art facilities for up to 420 
children to support its focus on the arts.

Part of Viking Academy Trust, Ramsgate Arts Primary is a 
new free school which offers a curriculum with an emphasis 
on the arts. Built offsite by principal contractor McAvoy, 
this bright, modern and spacious building was funded by 
the Education & Skills Funding Agency. It has created an 
exemplar learning environment for children from reception 
to age 11.

Kent has experienced a 25 per cent increase in birth rates 
which combined with major housing regeneration schemes, 
has intensified the pressure on local education provision. 
Free schools are helping to address the shortfall in school 
places and are enhancing parental choice in the range of 
education services available to children and young people.

The scheme in Ramsgate is built on a former industrial 
site, which required extensive remediation and demolition 
works, and the relocation of an electricity substation, also 
carried out by McAvoy. 

The 2078m2 building is constructed from 46 steel-framed 
modules which were manufactured and fitted out offsite 
to reduce the build programme. The units were craned 
into position in two phases complete with doors, windows, 
partitions and first fix mechanical and electrical services.

Designed by Blue Sky Architects, the new facility reflects 
the school’s vision for the arts and will be a valuable 
community resource. It has a dance studio, general 
classrooms, main hall, spacious staff room, offices, kitchen, 
small group rooms for special educational needs, and multi-
functional open learning areas.

A key design feature was to have a library running through 
the heart of the school. This was achieved by organising 

the classrooms as two linear bands either side of a ‘learning 
corridor’ which has created additional learning spaces, 
break-out zones and a focal hub in the centre of the 
building. 

Commenting on the project, Nick Budge, Head Teacher 
at Ramsgate Arts Primary School, said, “It is remarkable 
what can be achieved with offsite construction in just a 
few months. This is an impressive school building and the 
McAvoy team worked hard to meet our needs. Having the 
library in the heart of the school has worked really well, 
creating additional areas for small group learning. Offsite 
construction is a great solution for new school buildings.”

Winston Alaneme, Project Director at the Education & Skills 
Funding Agency, said, “Offsite construction is helpful where 
we are working to tight timeframes. It can also be beneficial 
for projects in more remote locations, such as Ramsgate, 
where it can be very difficult to source the skilled labour 
needed for site-based construction.” 

The contemporary and distinctive design theme for 
Ramsgate Primary features strong lines, bold geometric 
shapes and a palette of materials which includes render, 
natural timber cladding and picture windows. 

Externally, the landscaping has created a positive 
environment for children to learn, play and socialise. The 
entrance plaza has a clear sense of arrival and guides 
visitors to the main entrance. There is a hard-surfaced 
games area for high-energy free play which connects 
directly to the ground floor classrooms. There is also a 
dedicated, secure play area for reception classes which is 
designed to be an extension of the indoor teaching spaces 
with unrestricted access.

For further information, visit www.mcavoygroup.com, call 
028 8774 0372 or email info@mcavoygroup.com. 

Yeoman Rainguard Helps Heritage Building 
Keep With Tradition

As part of the continuing refurbishment of The Heritage Building (the old 
original hospital) at The Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Birmingham, new rainwater 
hoppers and pipes are being installed in stages. Supplied and manufactured 
in GRP material by Yeoman Rainguard at their head office facilities in Leeds, 
the Hoppers and Downpipes have been chosen in a design and colour to be 
in keeping with the art deco style of the Heritage Building which was erected 
in the early 1930s.  Replacing the aging system are Yeoman Rainguard’s 

GRP 100mm dia. Standard Clip Downpipes and 
large Highland Rainwater Hoppers in an Agate 
Grey colour.   Once installed this tough rainwater 
system will not require maintenance, other than 
the occasional clear out, and as a through colour 
material the UV stable hoppers and downpipes 
will not be pervious to colour bleaching thus 
eliminating the need for repainting.  Offering 30 
plus years of care-free service Yeoman Rainguard 
GRP rainwater systems are an economical choice 
adding to the sustainability of the building and 
reducing future maintenance costs.  
www.rainguard.co.uk

Marvellous Marvault Brings Daylight To New School

At the President Kennedy Academy in Coventry, an impressive 85m2 
application of Marvault, a continuous vault rooflight system from Brett 
Martin Daylight Systems, 
has helped to deliver 
exceptional levels of 
diffused daylight into 
communal areas of the 
school, reducing demand 
for electric lighting, 
lowering CO2 emissions 
and running costs. With 
the academy’s central 
areas requiring a natural 
light source to optimise 
internal environment 
conditions, the Marvault system provided the optimum combination of high 
light transmission and UV protection, whilst having a positive impact on 
student’s wellbeing.  
Glazed in triple skin opal polycarbonate and featuring trickle vents in the 
kerb, the eight vaults were installed by Advanced Roofing & Cladding.  
Offering ease of installation, the rooflight system laps together to form 
rooflights runs, which at the academy enabled runs of more than 21 metres 
in length and spanning 1.5 metres. The economic, simple-to-fit, barrel vault 
system complemented the new facility’s high quality external aesthetic whilst 
helping to reduce energy demands.    www.brettmartin.com

Lanes Rail Selected To Deliver Elizabeth Line Maintenance

Transport for London has instructed Lanes Rail to carry out the reactive 
and planned premises maintenance for the underground section of the new 
Elizabeth Line through central London. Lanes Rail, part of Lanes Group plc, 
will be responsible for maintenance at six new stations along the central 
section of the route: Paddington, Farringdon, Bond Street, Tottenham Court 
Road, Liverpool Street, and Whitechapel. Transport for London (TfL) had 
already awarded Lanes Rail a four-year framework maintenance contract on 
the eastern section of the Elizabeth Line, once part of the Great Eastern Main 
Line, between Maryland 
and Brentwood stations. 
Work includes high level 
maintenance and cleaning, 
and drainage maintenance.
The Elizabeth Line will 
provide a fast and efficient 
new rail route across 
London. It opens in phases 
from December 2018, and is 
due to be fully operational 
by December 2019, with 
services running from 
Reading and Heathrow in 
the west through the tunnels to Abbey Wood and Shenfield in the east.
The maintenance work on the central section, due to begin in the autumn, 
represents an extension of a wider facilities management contract, known as 
1FM, won by Lanes in 2017. Work will include maintaining roofs, windows, 
doors, signage, locks, drainage, pest control, and vegetation control.
 Lanes Rail has been providing maintenance services on the eastern section 
of the Elizabeth Line since January 2018, through a dedicated team of rail 
operatives led by experienced project managers.  www.lanesfordrains.co.uk

Advanced Protection for National Rail College 

A key driver in the successful delivery of the UK’s £42.6 billion HS2 project, 
the new National College for High Speed Rail, is now protected by industry-
leading fire panels from Advanced. Located in Doncaster, a town historically 
known for its prominent role in rail engineering and maintenance, the college 
occupies 76,000 sq ft of teaching and workshop space, with specialist 
training installations, including 150 metres of external track and catenary. 

It will train thousands 
of engineers to meet 
HS2’s future needs, 
as well as those of the 
wider rail sector. With 
2,000 apprenticeship 
opportunities set to be 
created by HS2, and 
25,000 people employed 
during construction, 
there has been, and 
continues to be high 

demand for appropriately skilled workers.  The Advanced MxPro panels 
were specified by the team at GBE Fire and Security, who were appointed 
by main contractor Briggs and Forrester to specify, install and commission 
the fire system at the site. MxPro is the fire industry’s leading multiprotocol 
fire system solution. It offers customers a choice of two panel ranges, four 
detector protocols and a completely open installer network, backed up by 
free training and support. MxPro panels can be used in single loop, single 
panel format or easily configured into high speed, multi-loop panels in 200 
node networks covering huge areas. MxPro’s legendary ease of installation 
and configuration and wide peripheral range make it customisable to almost 
any application.   www.advancedco.com
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Magply Boards Specified For 
Golden Brick Social Self-Build

An acclaimed UK based PassivHaus specialist is 
employing Magply modified MgO boards as part of its 
high performance, site assembled system for a major 
affordable housing scheme currently under construction 
in Oxfordshire. Beattie Passive is involved in the supply 
and erection of two and three bedroom terraced homes 
as well as coach house and ‘Golden Brick’ self-builds on 
the Graven Hill project in Bicester, being built on former 
MOD land.  
While plots 106 to 110 have the appearance of a 
conventional terrace, Beattie’s unique design strategy 
sees them constructed as separate but linked structures.  
Benedict O’Halloran explains: “We use the 9mm Magply 
on the actual frame to provide rigidity, because the 
product has got such good racking strength.  Then it is 
also specified for its sound absorption and fire resisting 
qualities.  Another layer of 9mm Magply is also fixed 
across the inner face of the timber frame, followed by 25mm battens and plasterboard to create a service space and we have also selected 
Magply  to be the render backing board for the exterior finish.” 
This multi-functional performance results from a Magnesium Oxide formulation which also offers an environmentally friendly alternative to 
conventional plywood or OSB products. Additionally, the unique production process keeps the chloride content to just 0.01%, enhancing both 
stability and long term durability. The range offers excellent racking strength, impact or pull-out resistance and all round ease of use in a variety 
of applications. 
Magply has been tested under BS EN 476 Part 22 for timber frame applications and parts 6&7 to provide Class O certification for the surface 
spread of flames together with other approvals such as EN ISO 1182-2010. These independently verified compliances underline the boards’ 
suitability for fire protection and the compartmentalisation of timber frame structures during the erection process.  www.magply.co.uk

Practical 
Fins At 
The Pontio 
Centre

The £49 million Pontio Centre at Bangor University is a new 
centre for arts and innovation, which is equipped with a 
striking solar shading and screening solution, courtesy of 
Levolux.

The 10,600m2 building, which brings together Arts and 
Culture, Innovation, Education and Community, has been 
designed by Grimshaw Architects to achieve a BREEAM 
‘Excellent’ rating. 

Arranged across six levels, the irregular-shaped building 
accommodates state-of-the-art facilities, including a 482-
seat theatre, 450-seat lecture room and a combined 200-
seat lecture room and cinema. The sloping site connects the 
university’s science department buildings in the south, to 
its historic arts building located on the crest of a hill to the 
north.

As the UK’s leading solar shading and screening specialist, 
Levolux was approached to develop an external solar 
shading and screening solution, applied to south and east-
facing elevations.

Levolux’s Infiniti Fin system was chosen to create several 
arrays of vertical fins, applied across glazed curtain walling. 
Its unique, patented design creates continuous fins with 
concealed stainless-steel fixings, for an uncompromised 
appearance. External fins not only create an interesting 
architectural feature, but also provide an effective form of 
passive solar control.

By limiting the exposure of glazed areas to direct sunlight, 
solar heat gain is dramatically reduced. The size, profile and 
pitch of the fins ensures this is achieved without sacrificing 
daylight or losing outward visibility. As a result, the 
interior of the Pontio Centre receives good daylight levels, 
while temperatures are maintained at comfortable levels 
throughout the summer, without relying on air conditioning.

Two rectangular-shaped fins were developed by Levolux for 
this project, formed from extruded aluminium components. 
One fin measures 200mm deep by 50mm wide, while a 
slightly smaller variant measures 150mm deep by 50mm 
wide.

The larger fin has been utilised extensively on the east-
facing elevation, fixed vertically for solar shading and 
screening purposes. To compensate for the sloping site, 
the length of each fin increases, from 6 metres in the north 
to almost 14 metres in the south. The tapering array of 
fins, which are set at a pitch of 400mm, extends almost 

75 metres across upper levels of the building’s east-facing 
elevation. 

Exploiting the unique fixing arrangement of the Infiniti Fin 
system, Levolux provided vertical fins which extend 1.4 
metres beyond the highest horizontal support. The upper 
portion of the vertical fins possess sufficient structural 
integrity for them to function as a balustrade for a roof 
terrace.

The smaller rectangular-shaped fins provide shade to glazed 
openings for a staircase and adjoining circulation area at 
second and third floor level. Fixed vertically, the fins are set 
at a pitch of 530mm and combine to form a vertical shading 
structure measuring almost 5.5 metres in height by 12 
metres in length.

Levolux also provided its Contour VLS 950XHP ventilation 
louvres to form a series of vertical screens, concealing 
mechanical and electrical equipment. Levolux’s high 
performance Contour louvres, featuring a patented ‘S’-
shaped profile, provide the optimum combination of airflow 
and weather resistance, while projecting an attractive 
external aesthetic. 

The ‘Class A’ rated ventilation louvres, which are fixed at a 
pitch of 50mm, are backed with 50mm thick insulation, to 
moderate temperatures within plant areas, along with HDPE 
bird mesh. Single and double louvred doors are integrated 
into the building envelope to facilitate easy access to 
building services for routine cleaning and maintenance.

The same high-performance ventilation louvres have also 
been incorporated into two horizontal screens on the cinema 
roof. The louvred screens include hinged panels that can be 
opened to increase ventilation to roof plant areas.

All rectangular-shaped aluminium fins have been given a 
metallic bronze anodised finish to complement the building’s 
limestone cladding. In contrast, the Contour ventilation 
louvres are finished in a highly durable, dark grey matt 
powder coating.

The Pontio Centre, which is named after the Welsh verb 
meaning ‘to bridge’, provides world-class facilities for the 
performing arts. The distinctive external solar shading and 
screening solution provided by Levolux, gives students and 
teachers the confidence to perform to the best of their 
ability.   visit www.levolux.com

Balustrade Has Enduring Appeal At 
Lakeside Retreat

A luxury lakeside retreat in North Wales is 
exemplifying the lasting appeal of Neaco’s 
balustrade systems, almost ten years after they 
were installed.
The property was greatly extended and opened as 
a B&B/Christian centre in 2009. Neaco’s aluminium 
powder coated balustrade was specified for the 
external decking, balconies and terraces, using 
glass panel infills to maximise the spectacular views 
over the scenic Llyn Tegid, also known as Bala Lake, 
in the foothills of the Snowdonia National Park. 
In 2015 the building was purchased by current 
owners, Robert and Ann Marie Moore, who re-

opened it as Glan y Gro, a seven-bedroom B&B. In the two years that followed, Glan y Gro welcomed over 2,000 guests and rose 
to become TripAdvisor’s top-rated B&B in Bala. At the start of this year Robert and Ann Marie temporarily closed the property for 
an exciting redevelopment which has converted the accommodation into four luxury self-catering lakeside suites.  
Robert and Ann Marie have transformed Glan y Gro with a host of new materials and contemporary fittings, including kitchenettes 
and double-ended whirlpool baths. Much has changed but Neaco’s balustrade – renowned for maintenance-free durability and 
enduring aesthetic quality – has been retained as an integral feature of the new luxury retreat. 
What’s more, Robert and Ann Marie have decided to specify additional Neaco balustrade for a new balcony which forms part of 
their redevelopment project.  Robert explained his decision to retain and extend the use of Neaco’s balustrade: “As part of this 
project we had additional balcony built so that each suite had direct access to its own balcony, thus improving the whole offering. 
Naturally the balustrade already fitted is ideal in affording a degree of protection from the elements whilst having minimal impact 
on the glorious views we are blessed with.  It was an obvious decision to order the additional balustrade from Neaco.”
neaco.co.uk
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VMZINC 
Corrugated 
Façade For 
Hackney 
Apartments

GPAD London’s design of eight apartments 
over a doctor’s surgery in Elsdale Street 
Hackney features VMZINC curved and 
perforated Sine Wave cladding in dark 
ANTHRA-ZINC®.

The art deco building extension has been 
named ‘Zinc House’ and is the first project 
to feature a curved element using zinc in 
such a profile. Sitting at the convergence of 
two streets, the use of yellow inset balconies 
gives added visual distinctiveness to the 
project. An expanding mesh element of the 
façade also allows natural light to flood into 
the stairwell.

The Sine Wave zinc has a corrugated 
profile and can be fixed either vertically 
or horizontally on a wooden or metal 
framework. In addition to ANTHRA-ZINC, it 
is available in QUARTZ-ZINC®, five standard 
and bespoke PIGMENTO® colours and 
AZENGAR, the first engraved zinc to be used 
in construction.
www.vmzinc.co.uk

Schöck 
Meets Curved 
Balcony 
Challenge In 
Docklands  

When the Royal Victoria Dock finally closed to 
commercial shipping during the 1980s, it resulted in 
widespread dereliction and unemployment in that part 
of East London.  At the time it would have been totally 
inconceivable that just over a generation later, the Royal 
Victoria would witness such remarkable and vibrant 
change. 

The latest landmark and part of the £1.2 billion 
transformation masterplan, is Gateway Tower (previously 
Pump Tower), just a few hundred yards west of the 
ExCeL Exhibition Centre.  With its striking series of 
curved forms, it is an intriguing example of modern 
urban design.   The 73 metre high, 24-storey mixed-use 
scheme provides 161 spaciously designed apartments 
and penthouses, with office and retail space at ground 
level sitting over an underground car park.  Each 
apartment features a terrace, a winter garden style 'sun 
lounge', or a balcony. 

The design specifications on the project were demanding 
and the avoidance of thermal bridging at any of 
the critical connectivity points was naturally a key 
consideration.  To counter any such problems, the widely 
used Schöck Isokorb structural thermal break element for 
concrete-to-concrete applications was incorporated – but 
there was an installation challenge or two.    

Curved façade meant a tight radius 
The first being that there was a tight radius in which to 
position the thermal breaks, due to the unusual curved 
styling on the façade.  To resolve the issue, the Schöck 
Isokorbs were supplied with alternating depths of rebar 
and 35 mm and 50 mm concrete cover to the tension 
bars.

This allowed the rebar in the Isokorb to sit underneath 
the internal slab reinforcement and not clash with the 
bars from the Isokorbs on either side of each unit.  In 
addition, Schöck also had to create a bespoke unit for 
one of the balcony types, where a beam was introduced 
to the balcony by the Structural Engineer, to reduce the 

deflection of the slab.  The thermal break had to both 
connect the beam back to the slab, which required a 
bespoke unit in itself and also connect the beam at an 
angle to the insulation line.  

Totally verifiable performance
The product type used at Gateway Tower is for 
concrete-to-concrete, but the comprehensive Isokorb 
range from Schöck also offers solutions for concrete-
to-steel situations, a modular product for steel-to-steel 
applications – and even a maintenance free alternative to 
wrapped parapets. 

When any Isokorb product type is incorporated into 
residential buildings, the required fRsi value – the 
temperature factor used to indicate condensation risk 
that must be equal to or greater than 0.75 – is always 
comfortably met.  The range also complies with the 
Government Standard Assessment Procedure, SAP 2012, 
concerning CO2 emissions from buildings and respectively 
heat losses through non-repeating thermal bridges.

Products meet full compliance with the relevant UK 
building regulations, have NHBC approval and offer LABC 
Registration.  There is also the security of independent 
BBA Certification.  

Contact Schöck on 01865 290 890; or visit the website 
at www.schoeck.co.uk for a free copy of the Schöck 
Thermal Bridging Guide; the Schöck Specifiers Guide and 
to view the full range of downloadable software.  
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A versatile suspension system giving depth, innovation, mobility & flexibility,
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